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grass-roots group
opens at Columbia
By Hayley Graham
Editor-in-Chief

Graffiti artists painted canvases as some of Ch icago 's hottest
hip-hop artists dropped rhymes

for an energetic crowd at .U.S.

Rogan BimiefThe Chronicle

CIocfswise from top: Twisted KnCl'lNledge performs at the U.S. Beer Company,

1801 N. Clybourn Ave., on Jan. 31. Max-o-Wax, bottom right director of
Hip-Hop Congr~, introduces the show, which included Aupgans, bottom left.

Theater District Booms Aldermanic Forum
Chicago locations
pump millions into
local, state economy

Chicago theater say.
Dulcie Gilmore, director of the
Arie Crown Theater at McCorntick
Place and the Skyline Stage at
Navy Pier, said it 's wonderful that
8yBrett Marrow
there has been a boom in the theater
Staff Writer
district and so many people are
The downtown theater district is going to the perfonnances. Gilmore
thriving- according to a recent' shares the attitude with many in the
economic impact study- but off- city's theater community- the
loop theaters don't seem to be more the merrier.
" It takes a lot of effort to go to the
feeling much of the impact.
Broadway in Chicago, a cooper- theater," Gibnore said, particularly for
ative venture between Live Nation those who come from out of town.
" What's special about Chicago
and the Nederlande_r Organization,
both national commercial theater is that the entire industry looks at
producers, conducted a study to what we do from a holistic point
find how theater patrons and opera- of view," Roche Schulfer, executions might be impaeting Chicago tive director of the Goodman
Theatre said. "Meaning every part
and the state's economy.
The study, which omitted ticket of the industry is connected to
sales, found some big numbers. another part, and when we have a
Chicago's Broadway is putting more . high-profile theater producing life
than $635 million into Chicago's and where people have good experiences, it gets more people to go.
the state oflllinois' economy.
With 1,000 performances each Smaller portions do find the ir way
year at theatres like the Oriental, out of the loop to other theaters."
But for so me, like Spike
24 W. Randolph St.; LaSalle
BaI)k, 18 W. Monroe St.; Cadillac Manton, producer and co-writer
Palace, 151 W. Randolph St.; of "Leaving Iowa," which shows
A uditorium, 50 E. Congress at the Royal George Theatre, 1641
Parkway and Drury Lane, 175 E. N. Halsted St., said he feels the
Chestnut St., Broadway in study has more potentia l to
Chicago is drawing in an annual become hannful to smaller theatre
because there is no spillover benefit.
audience of 1.5 million.
Bringing in theater audiences Manton worries that with the big
is a good thing, members of
See Theater, Page 40
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Candidates res,Rond
to student questions
By Danil Nelson
Assistant City Beat

Ed~or

Although running against each
other, the four of the six aldermanic candidates for the 2nd
Ward that showed up at Co lumbia
for a Meet the Candidates forum
on Jan. 29 had little to set each
other apart.
\
Aldermanic candidates David
As kew, Larry Doody, Bob
Fiorett i and Kenny Johnson had
similar answers in response to
questions on issues such as transportation,
patronage
jobs,
afforable housi ng and the GLBT
community.
All four cand idates at the
forum, held in the Hokin Annex,
in the Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave. , expressed a
need for current 2nd Ward alderman Madeline Haithcock to be
. replaced. Haithcock was not present at the forum.
Starting at 6:30 p.m., the candidates began with three-minute
opening statements promising a
change from the current state
administration.
Doody said many demographic,
environmental and social changes
are going on within the 2nd Ward

fit
,~

Revolution
Gallery
Page 28
..... ......
~

that needed t.O be addressed.
"Leadership hasn't adapted
quickly enough to those changes,"
Doody said "I believe I can better
adapt to-the changes, to the diverse
group of people·in the ward." •
JohysOli, who worked with
Congressman Jesse Jackson Jr.,
mentioned the importance of
public service.
"I haven't stopped helping people," Johnson said. "I want to continue to help peop le and fight for

Beer Company on Jan. 3 1, in an
effort to raise money for the
Columbia chapter of the grassroots organization Hip-Hop
Congress.
The " Keep It Ali ve Hip-Hop
Jam," held at 18-01 N. Clybourn
Ave. , ~as the Columbia chapter's
first event and brought out artists
_representing all elements of hiphop : deej aying, emceeing, breakdanciog, graffiti and beat-boxing.
~y le Maguire, also known as DJ
Arkitek, a junior arts entertainment, and media management
major, started the Columbia
Chapter of Hip-Hop Congress,
w hich has about 40 chapters
worldwide. The group 's mission is
to inspire social change through
the ce lebration and preservation of
hip-hop.
" When you say 'hip-hop' people think of what they see on
TV- rings, girls and cars ,"
See Hlp-hop, Page 13
what is right in the 2nd Ward."
The forum , organized by The
Chronicle
and
Co lumpia's
Journalism.~.Qepartm.ent , began
with a variety-.!of questions ranging from the accessibility of candidates; th~ pr~ctice of hiting
family members~ how to spend
. menu money, or money <\Iloted to
be spent in the Ward; how .the
candidates would work with the
growing demographic of students
and senior 'citizens; the ban on
skateboarding in the 2nd Ward
and how the candidates would
See Candidates, Page 38

Ma u ricio Rublo/The Chronicle
From left, 2nd Ward aldermanic candidates David Askew, Larry
Doody, Bob Fioretti and Kenny Johnson appeared at a Columbiasponsored forum in the Hokin Annex in the Wabash campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. , on Mon . Jan 29.

FROM HANNIBAL
TO CANNIBAL
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News & Notes
Don't leave me
behind, please
By Eric Kasang, Managing Editor
high-tech advancements.
Today, a particularly large story
like the Lewis "Scooter" Libby
perjury trial will contain on most
news publications' web pages a
text story, video clips, bloggers
arguing about the trial's political
ramifications, photo slideshows
and RSS·feeds. And if that 's not
enough, click an key, underlined
words that will link a reader to a
defInition or a new set of pages
that explain a story's history.
Even my 8-year-old niece is
computer savvy enough to handle the influx of large quantities
of infonnation. At age 6, she
watched as I hammered out a
story on my laptop but didn't
understand the concept of
typing. However, she threw
me off when she started asking about downloading. She's
living in a time where kids
have the ability to process
large sums of data and materiaL
Don't construe this as a
poorly written manifesto
against technology: I'm not
pulling a Ted " Unabomber"
Kaczynski on the readers.
I'm actually going to try and
Joshua Covarrubias/ The Chron icle write in my Chronicle blog.
And I'm sure that my electronactually had three sites in{early
ic diaiy, like most b16gs, will be
1995. Today, thousands ex ist for
viewed as nothing more than
thc Athens, Ga. -based band.
rambling musings from an inforAs society motored forward
mation saturated malcontent.
into the 21st century, I suddenly
However, if the technology
found myself looking up more
gets too overwhelming, I can
technological tenns. Words like
always bolt to my apartment,
" Bluetooth technology," "MP3"
lock the door, pour a whiskey
and "pod cast" seemed distant
on the rocks, grab a National
from my lexicon. I found myself
Geographic and listen to my
often immersed in digitaVtechvinyl collection. .
nology sections of newspapers
ekasang@Chroniclemail.com
just to keep up with the latest

While recently perusing The
well as rudimentary video games
Chronicle webpage, I noticed the . like Montezuma j . Revenge and
. YouTube link featuring actor
Spy Hunter .
Isaiah Washington metaphorically
Although my grade school didshoving his foot in his mouth. It
n't have any computers, my junwas not the content itsel f that surior high had several Apple lie
prised me but the degree that The
machines. By the start of high
Chronicle had become more inter- school in 1990, my parents .
active with different mediwns.
bought a word processor, and
Howeve r, it was at the
when I started college-for the
weekly staff meeting when our first time-at Western Illinois
webmaster announced each
University in 1994, the Internet
ed itor has a linked blog that
offered Yahoo! as its premier
will probably pull in more
search engine.
traffi c on o ur webpage th at I
And only Internet-savvy fanatgo t nervous. I'm not knocking
ics created web pages dedicated
The Chronicle's webpage
to bands like REM., which
adva ncements- in fact
it's great that we're
keeping up with other
online pubJicationsbut the se technological add-ons are quite
intimidating.
This isn' l a plug for

TIle Chronicle as much
as a personal open letter
about slipping away

from technology while
simultaneously wading
through the "infonnation
saturation" this tedmology dumps on us.
It 's not that I'm a
technophobe, nor am I
"old"-1 hit the 31-year mark in I
Apri l- but my fonnative years
during the 1980s held me on the
cusp of electronic breakthrou ghs, not wad ing in them.
My best friend Will 's father
owned an Apple He in the mid1980s, which served as an
affordable means for a home
computer. With two disk drives,
users booted up the machine with
various floppy disks for basic
word processing fun ctions as

In Your Opinion
What issue would you like the SGA to address this year?

The Columbia Chronicle I February 5, 2007
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Calendar
Feb. 5 - 10
Muntu Dance Troupe
Perfonning artist Katherine Dunham will dance to the Bantu language on Feb. 6 at 6 p.m. in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
For more in/ormation, contacl Kim Weath erly at (312) 344-7994.

Student Curator Workshop
A curator workshop will be held for all students inten;sted in
developing an exhibition proposal for the C-Spaces Gallery on Feb.
6 at 5 p.m. in the Hokin Annex , in the Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave.
For more in/ormation, contact Neysa Page-Lieberm an at
(3/2) , ~44- 7696.

.SHOW OFF: Hennessy Represents

-

Students will have a chance to meet profess iona l photographer
Melissa Hennessy on Feb. 7 from 10 a. m. to I p.m. She will provide feedback and look over samples for possible hire in the
Portfolio Center, in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash
Ave ., suite 307.
For more in/ormation, contact Mercedes Cooper at (3 12) 344-8612.

Brother to Brother Film Screening
Students can come for a screening of the 2006 Sundance Film
Festival Special Jury Prize winner and ga in an understanding of th e
Harlem Renaissance on Feb. 8. The event will take pl ace from 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. , 8th floor,
room B.
For more information, contact Kathleen McLallg lr/in at
(312) 344-8594.

Women and Hlp-Hop Program
The Hip-Hop group Wonder Women wi ll join perfonners Psa lm
One and Ang l 3. Come and watch videos and listen to music for the
CO release party for Wonder Women on Feb. 8, fro m 6 p.m. to 9
p. m. at the HotHouse, 3 1 E. Balbo Ave.
For more in/onnalion, £:Qnlact Kelly Saulsbeny at (311) 344-8829.

"As a commuter, I wish
the class tim es ended
at 8: 30 p.m. instead of
9:20p.m. "

"I like rhe old bllildings on campus, but
some facilities need
to be brought lip to
date, "

"A better heating
system in the foyer of
the whole }irst floor
of 623 S. Wabash
Ave. building. "

"l1titioll sucks. It's a
joke. It j. way too
expensive for what
rheyoffer. "

- Rasa Milo, junior art and
design major

- Doug McClellan, sophomore interior architecture
major

- Yvette Miller, junior arts,
entertainment and media
management major

- Steve Jensen, senior photography major

CHROI~JICLE
If you have an upcoming event or announcemen t,
contact the news desk
chronlcle@colum.edu
(312) 344-8964
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Army to recruit in Loop
u.s. Army to move
into University
Center rental space
By Amanda Maurer

By Steve Yaccino
Assistant Campus News Editor

campus News Editor

During the past few years, the

South Loop has transformed as
college students and young professiona ls have moved in by the
thousands. In a few weeks, the

nei ghborhood will be we lcoming its newest res ident, the U.S.
Army.
Th is spring an Anny recruiting

center will open in a rental space on
the ground floor of the University

Center of Chicago. It will be located at 10 E. Harrison St.
In September, the Educational
Advancement Fund, the independent nonprofit organization

that owns the University Center,
approved the recruit ing center's
rental agreement. Offic ials later
informed administrators from the
co lleges that have students in the
dorm of the decision.
See

Columbia
welcomes
new students,
technology

Center, Page 6

A U.S. Army recruiting office will move into 10 E. Harrison St. this spring. After taking a hit during the
early years of the Iraq War, the U.S. Army enlistment numbers were on track in 2006.

Filmmaking, from Columbia to Brazil
By Beth Palmer
AssI;s,tant campus News Editor
A group of Ameritan students
in a foreign country, sometimes
going hungry, nearly arrested by
wi tnes s ing a ph ysi ca l

at a

raunchy club and at t imes fearing for their lives- it a ll may
sound like a script st raight from
Hollywood. However, it's anything but a sus pen se ·fi lm.
T hose events were experienced by a team of ris k-taking
Columb ia fi lmmakers while

Columbia filmmakers Andrew Eick and Miguel Silveira pause for a
photo in the A1exandroff Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave. on Jan.
31. The pair recently com~eted 'carnaval Blues: a film shot in Brazil.

shooting Carnaval Blues in
Brazil. For the first tim e, the
pub lic c~n view the fi lm at a private screening on Feb. 9 at Fi lm
Row Cinema in the 1104 Center,
1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Th e screening comes exactly
two years after filmin g began in
Rio de Janeiro, and it kicks otT the
festival run of Carnaval Blues,
. which writer/director Miguel
Si lveira plans to submit to the
Chicago
International
Film
Festival,
the
Los Angeles
International Film Festival, the Rio
de Janei ro Internationa l Film
Festival and others.
"Thi s film was my studen t
project; it was nothing other th an
th at," sa id Silve ira, an undeclared
major with a cinematography
concentratio n who graduated
from Columbia in 2005. " We 're
just proud we can present it to
Columbia."
The film , set du ring the real
Carn iva l festiva l in Rio de
Janeiro, combines documentarysty le footage with Si lveira'S
sc reenplay, which traces the
.interactions of an American
anth ropology student st udying
Braz il 's "cultu re of violence"
with a Brazilian father and

daughter.
" It 's a narrative film , but there
is so much documentary in it
that you just can't p lan the co ntent ," sa id S ilve ira, who lived in
Bra zil until 1999. " It 's like a
bomb: When it goes off, it doe sn ' t go back to th e state it was
before the explosion."
Si lvei ra, w ho ha s taught
Production I at Columbi a s in ce
fall 2006, financed the film pri- .
marily with Sa llie Mae schoo l
loans, which sti ll left them
financially s hort .
" I ri sked everything," Silve ira
said. " But the way it worked out,
it was mag ic ."
They didn 't ha ve insurance on
any equipment, yet nothin g was
sto len or broken. They didn't
have healthcare plans, money or,
for a few days, food.
" We didn't have money for
food, literally," Silveira sai d ,
whose family li ves in Brazil.
"One day when we had no food ,
my fat her brought mangos. Then
we borrowed a tiny bit of
mon ey. We fed the entire crew
for 12 days with $200."
S il ve ira adapted thi s risk-taking attitude and met most of hi s
See Film, Page 1:1.

College restructures administrative offices
By Amanda Maurer
ca mpus News Ed itor
This se mester brings changes
for not only students, but also
Co lumbia admi ni strators and
faculty.
The college has begun to
re structure two major college
administrative offices , Finance
and Institutional Advancement , a
press release from President
Warrick L. Carter 's office
announced Jan . 31.
The changes come as the college
grows toward becoming the "best
student centered arts and media
college in the world," according to
a statement released to The
Chronicle by Carter on Feb. J.

" We will ' massage' and ' tweak'
organizational structures to meet
that goal ," the statement reads.
"Obviously, that mean s some
small shifts in who reports to
whom and several title changes."
One of these modifications
includes renaming the college's
Finance Office to the Office of
Business Affairs.
In addition, four administrators
and a staff member were promoted
to associate vice presidents; however, the ir new responsibilities
were not made clear.
These include Kim Clement
from her former position as assistant
vice
pres ident
for
Development to associate vice
president of Advancement; Mark.

Lloyd from assistant to associate
vice president for Marketing and
Communication; Tim Bauhs from
executive director of Student
Financial Services to associate
vice president of Business Affairs;
and Kevin Doherty from controller
in the Accounting Office to controller and assoc iate vice president
of Business A trairs.
In Carter's statement, he said
any pay increases tliat may have
come with these promotions will
be handled in the appropriate
budgets.
Severa l lines of communication
were also altered . In stead of
reporting to Michael DeSalle, vice
president of Business Affairs and
CFO, officials trom payroll and

the Follett bookstore will now
report to the assoc iate vice presidents of Business Affairs.
" These changes in no way imply
a problem, but rather a proactive
effort to maximize the ski lls and
emphasize the priorities of the various vice pres iden ts," Carter 's
statement reads. " Lessening some
of the personnel management
duties of these fo lks can free them
up to address higher-level strategic
priorities."
The college wi ll continue to
look into restructuring other areas
of the college, Carter said in his
statement. Any announcement will
be 'released accordingly.

amaurer@chroniclemail.com

Recent trends in student enrollment, Co lumbia 's "ge nerous"
admissions policy and new technology resources were three of the
many top ics discussed Feb. 2 at the
first College Counc il meeting o r
the Spring 2007 semester.
Undergraduate
enrollment
increased by 6 percent since last
spring, accordin g to Mark Kelly,
v ice pres ident of Student Affairs.
He sa id an increase in in coming
freshmen has caused the number
of academically prepa red st udents, as meas ured by high
school standardized tests, to rise
31 percent across all races and
ethnicities.
" We're essentially defying gravity in how academia works," Kelly
sa id.
He said Co lumbia is unique
because, despite its "gene ro us
admission approach," the school is
still attract ing competitive students
who could enro ll in any other institution in the country.
While Columbi a's open-adm ission policy hasn ' t changed, the
school prefers the term "generou s"
,to describe its enrollment stance.
The 'change in rhetoric came in
2005 from concern that applicants
and parents felt devalued by the
word "open," which Kelly sa id is
often misunderstood in Ihe higher
education community to mean not
challenging.
"There 's no change in who we
accept or how we accept them ,"
Kelly said. " [The word 'open'l
diminishes their preparation for the
rigor that we will provide."
But some questioned the new
approach and worried that "generous" sounded like the college is also
supporting the students fin arlC ially.
"Open ad mi ss ions never suggested to me that com ing to
Columbia was no big deal," said
Patty McNair, director of the ficti on writing graduate program .
,Kelly sa id wh ile th ere's no ban
on using the o ld term , the new
approach provides a more accurate
and understandable description of
Col um bia.
" We want student s to see
Columbia as a rigorous and challenging place," he said.
Also discussed was iTunes U, a
new service that provides instructors the abil ity to distribute digital
material to stu dents within
Co lumb ia. Its uses w ill include
podcasts, videos, PDF fil es and
any other su pplemental learning
material students could download
from their homes. The system will
be incorporated into OAS IS, but
w ill run on App le's server, ensuring fast service without s lowing
down the college 's network.
"The Apple network is jus t
unbelievable," said David Noffs,
OASIS facilitator at the Center for
Instructional Technology. "The
interface itse lf is so much nicer
than anything else out there."
Rebecca Courington, director of
the Center for In structional
Technology, said she expects
iTunes U will be available to faculty and stOdents by the;summer.

syaccino@chroniclemail.col/I
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Singing away the sickness
Amateur musicologist
tackles HIV/ AIDS with
6-month journey

the use o f music as therapy for
AIDS stricken children .
"My main goal of the trip was to
sec how music was applied in a pandemic setting," Eller-Isaacs said.

By Ka~.. Kjng
Staff Writer

In 2004. the 24-year-old traveled
Kenya. Malawi. Tanzan ia and
Uganda where he spent numerous
recording sessions documenting
music chosen by children with
HI VIAIDS.
10

In the middle of the nigh!. Jonah
woke to gunfire and
\\'01lH'!l cry lllg . Days later, he wl tIlcs"<;;oo till' sutleri ng and death of
an .-\IDS-~lnckcll fncnd . And these
memories ('offer only a gl.lInpsc of
Eller-Isaacs ' story.
On Feb. 8, Ell er- Isaacs will
~pcak at Columbia about the six
months he- spent in Africa studying
Elkr-Isaac~

He looks back on his trip with a
feeling of helplessness. EllerIsaacs sa id. But he hopes the lectures wi ll help bring awareness to
Hrv/AIDS stricken Africa.
11le lecture al the Ferguson

Theater in the Alexandroff Campus
Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., will

bring studentlO into the world of each
country as Eller-Isaacs describes the
major differences and experiences
he encountered.
" In Kenya I worked mainl y in
orphanages; in Tanzania I was at
the Aangscrian. or in Englis h.
' House of Peace' and recorded
numerous health-based songs . .. in
Malawi I was at high schoo ls
recording hymns," he said.
In each country Eller-Isaacs
observed
different
attitudes
towards the virus, he said.
"it was refreshing to end the trip

tracks at a t-.~ stud., .n Neusha. Tanzanaa. S.m.lar tracks have been
theraoeubC ancieducabonaIlD manych&ldren face<l W1\h the HIV/AlOS pandemIC•

A boy

.

in a place like Uganda, where unlike
other countries, people could say,
'Yes, I am HIV positive' and accept
the virus," EUer-Isaacs said.
Lecture attendees can expect the
Vassar College graduate to detail
how he worked with children to
record a Kenyan chan-topper.
Eller-Isaacs will also share
about the struggles of his trip, like
the constant threat of robbery.
Eller-Isaacs, who now lives in
Brooklyn, first became interested
in music after listening to the st~
ries his dad brought back from a
trip to Malawi. Before long. he
was independently fmancing his
own trip to Africa through private
donations and sponsors.
Eller-Isaacs now produces
music in his .home studio. He is
compiling a CD of one of his
favorite recordings from Africanearly four hours of music from
his friend', funeral.
Erin Polley, CO<Ur1IIOr of the CUfmit exhibi~ "Pandemic in Print
African HIVIAIDS Posters," asked
EUer-1saacs to speak at Colwnbia
after stumbling across his Minnesola
Public Radio documentary, which
aired in November 2005.
"He had so thoroughly documented his travels, who he met and
spoke with and really captured the
environments he was in through
hIS rttordmgs and pho tos," Po lley
said.
Polley, a senior cultural studies
major, also had the opportunity to
travel to A fnca this past swnmer
and remembers the music from
each country.
" II renecled the political strug-

Jonah Eller4saacs sits in a coffee
plantation outside of Mbale,
Uganda, during his &month jour-

ney to document music in Africa.
gle and daily issues that affected
everyday folk." Po lley said.
Lisa Brock. chair of the Liberal
Education Department, is also
thrilled to hear Elier-lsaacs'lec~.
''The
Liberal
Education
Departmen ~ especially its black
world studies minor, is in complete
support of this collaborative exhibition which addresses the Critical
Encounters topic of HI VIAIDS
and illustrates the creative and
proactive ways that Africa is confronting the pandemic:· she said in
an e-mail.
For now, Ener-Isaacs is looking
forward to his trip to Chicago.
" t want to focus on the positive
and not dwell on the tragedy:' he
said.
cJrronicle@colum.edu

The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S , M Ic hIgan at 11 'h St.
Concert
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Jazz Gallery in the Lobby
12:30 PM
Er1d.y E,brnrv 9

The Royal Scotts and 3CV JE in Concert
5:00 PM
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U.S. Cellular If) gets me... so I can a/ways get the score.

MEN'S BASKETBALL · GAME HIGHLIGHTS
On Sunday, January 27th, the Renegades
Men's Basketball team competed against
Boise State In their first game for the
season. The team lost by heartbreaking 6
points.

The team's president and point guard had
these words to say:

"We are Just starting to gel as a uam
while we are playing agaln,t teams that
hIVe bten playing for yeaf§. Once tourn ...
IMnt time comM we wlll bt one of th@
bett Uam§ out m@rel'
hl! altO went on to NY

'w@ hItV@ §Om@ rtally gift@d talmt on Ihlj
film, Among thftl! ~ If@ mtMf§

J,1t. fIyIor ~ front gYlrd,
h'ln Nlmbk@ ~ GlliJrd,
fJ, 5J1lnd@r§ ~ GYlrd,
J@rImlilh HiJmlTM!l1ing, C@nt@r

FtHtM IiJt#§t MWj 00 th@ M@n'j B8~
bill t@iJm pI@iIj@ vi§it

,I

http 1/ATHL ICS.COLUM.EDU
---_....... -.- .. -

_.-._-

........................ w................. ..".. . .... ". I'" . 1t'HILiTI.iHIiiIOOLU
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Dancing delights

Dancers from the Japanese company Noism run through a dress rehearsal on Jan.
31 for their Feb. 1 performance at the Dance Center, 1306 S. Michigan Ave.
\~ABASH AvENUE

GLASS CURTAIN GALLER Y 1104 S

..
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Some question
office's location
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The GIna Cla1a1n GeI«y 01 Cok.wnIJiII College QMcap is pI'OUd to preser.: Nric:a.Oot.Com. en
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acteri sti cs th at the Uni versity Center
has, in cludin g visibility.
However; some question the locat ion
o f the recrui tment center and its m ission .
to concentrate on co llege stud ents .
"The military has n' t got an awful lot
to offer ... to an arts student ," said E. J.
Continued from Page 3
Ta lbot, counse lor for Veteran Services at
Co lum bia. "Th ey' re hard ly go in g to
Th e Educati ona l Ad va ncement Fund's drop out o f art school, if they' re happy
board inc ludes votin g repre se ntati ves with it, to go be a Mar ine s om ew h l~ r e ."
Talbot added that un less student s were
from Roosevelt Univers ity, DePaul
interested in joining the Army, th e proxUni versity and Co lumbia .
Janice John so n, exec uti ve directo r o f imi ty of thc rec rui tment office to s t ll~
the Uni versity Center, could not prov ide dents isn't important.
" If you d on ' t drink Coca -Cola, it
a move-in date sin ee some detai ls still
need to be work ed out before th e rec ru it- doesn't matter if .the mac hine 's in the
lobby or not," hc said.
ing center can open.
Howe ver, Scanl an sai d it is no t the
" It 's close to being ready," Jo hnson
Army's mission to recruit students out o f
said. " We're just waiting on them."
However. she sa id the center s hould co ll ege an d place th em direct ly into
ac ti ve service.
open in th e nex t fe w month s.
"We want kids to stay in school ,"
Acco rding to C apt. Patri ck Scan lan ,
w ho wo rk s w ith the Army' s C hi cago Scanl an sa id . " We want a co llege educated so ldi er."
Recruitin g Battalion , the
" We want kids to
In stead, Scanlan said stu-,
rental s pace
in
the
dents can become involved
U ni versity Center is an stay ill school. We
by go ing into th e reserves,
id ea l
sit e
beca use
want a college
recruiters wi ll be able to
educated soldier. " or the ROTC.
But it 's not un common [or
interact with th e high vo lstudent s with some degree
um e of st udent s in the
-Capt. Patrick
of co llege experience to j oi n
area .
Scanla n, C hicago
" I fell in love with it
the Army, Scanlan said. Of
Rec ruitin g Battalion
right away," Sca nlan said.
those recruited into the mili" It 's the perfect locatio n."
tary from the Chicagoland
He said a committee o rigi nall y chose area si nce October, 18 percent had either
five possible sites in the city, including a degree or some coll ege experience, he
one on Dearborn Street near John said . Of those who joi ned the Army, 63
Marshall Law School , 3 15 S. Plymouth percent had some co ll ege experi ence or
Court . Th e other locations lacked char- a degree.
Brendan Hilliard , a junior int erac ti ve
arts and medi a maj o r, con siders himse lf fairly liberal and said he has mi xed
feel ing s about the recru it ment cente r 's
locat ion.
"We' re in co llege for a reason ," he
said . " If we needed the money that
baQly, we can take out loans. Why would
we joi n th e Army?"
Hilliard said he didn 't understand why
the centcr cou ldn 't be located in an area
that could reach mo re poss ible recruits.
He added by opening a recruitment ce nter, so me people may fear that the country needs more peop le in the Army.
" It's kind of scary at th e same tim e,"
he sa id . "S ince the country 's at war right
now, is th is a sign that our numbers are
dwi ndlin g? Do they need more peop le?"
While th e military had troubl e meeting recruitm ent goa ls in 2005 , tha t
changed during its fi sca l yea r 2006. Last
year the Army reached 101 percent of its
recruitment goal o f 80,000 , accord ing to
Recruiting a nd Rete nti o n numbers
released by the Department of Defense
in October. Stati stics show the Army
While recruitment officials believe the new Reserve met 95 percent o f its goal durcenter's location to be ideal, some com~
ing that same time.
munity members disagree.

Center:

"'HI

amaurer@chroniclemail.com
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SGA to launch 2007 student census
By Beth Palmer
Assistant Campus Editor

" Have you ever contested a
grade? Have you missed a class

due to employment conflicts?"
These questions and others will
appear on OASIS this month,
courtesy of a student organization.
Columbia's Student Government
Association will launch its second
annual student census on Feb. 13 to
measure whether its current goals
match students' needs.
While primarily concerned
with fundraising for the Campus
Center building budget, SGA
also lists other goals for the year:

to create textbook alternatives,
establish ' a Metra student discount, create a 24-hour computer
lab, implement free printing on

campus, establish co urse fee

The census uses a 4O--question
fonnat to survey basic demographics like major and ethnicity; commuter data like cost and mode of
travel ; and financial infonnation
like means of paying tuition and
average cost of books.
The last survey question asks
students to voice concerns they

"We do tire census to
get a feel for Irow tire
students on campus fee l
about Columbia as a
whole. "
-Moll y Weigle, se nior
journalism major an d
chairperson of the SGA
Co mmittee of Student
Affairs

. transparency, address minority

and disabled students' issues and
investigate new schol arships.
"We do the census to get a feel
for how the students on campus
feel about Columbia as a whole,"
said senior journalism major Molly
Weigle, chairperson of the SGA
Committee of Student Affairs.
The 2006 census garnered
responses from 660 students, nearly 7 percent of 2006 enrollment,
but SGA President Brian Matos, a
junior radio major, said it's enough.
" If you can get between 5 aad 10
percent of the students [to
respond], you have something to
work w ith ," Matos said . "We
believe the responses speak on
behalf of the rest of the student
body."

would like SGA to address.
"It's not as professional as a
national survey, but on the flipside,
it encourages students to reach out
and communicate with the SGA,"
said Mark Kelly, vice president of
Student Affairs.
The powerhouse of money and
research ~o detennine the most
effective method· am!. content of
questioning illustrates the advantage of a national questionnaire,
Kelly said.
Columbia already administers a
student satisfaction survey and the
Nationa l Survey of Student
Engagement, which releases annual data about student participation
in college programs and activities,
Kelly said .

But its census questioning
method .works for the SGA. The
committee on student affairs tailors the questions to learn whether
the student body actually wants,
for example, a Campus Center.
Fundraising, a necessary component of detennininR a construction
start date .and amenities to go
inside the center, remains the
SGA's primary goal thi s year,
Matos said.
La'it year, the SGA executi ve
board met with President Warrick
L. Carter and Alicia Berg, vice
president of Campus Environment,
to advocate the additio n of a
Campus Center to Columbia 's

2010 Plan.
"Anytime you have an opinion,
people will listen, but if you have
numbers to back it up, it makes
your argument more credible,n
Matos said .
SGA pays Custom Insight, a data
analysis company, to sort the census
infonnation and send the results
back to Columbia in a packet of
graphs, charts and percentages.
"When 1 received the results of
the census, I read every word of it,
including the indi vidual comments," Kelly said. "It reinforced a
couple of areas where we were trying to make decisions."
For exam ple, establishing a
commuter meal plan topped the
SGA's goals last year.
Kelly sai d the Office of
Student Affairs had the same idea
in consideration.
When he rece ived data from the
2006 census showing a strong
desire for a commuter meal plan, it

Molly Weigle, chair of the Student Affairs committee, jots down notes at
an SGA meeting on Jan. 30.
s implifi ed their decision, Kelly
said. Commuter meal p lans
became available for the first time
at the beginning of the Fall 2006
semester.
The census also affected SGA
goals when the 2006 results found
its priority concem- student safety and security- the opposite of
majority opin,ion.
"Safety and security was the top
issue for SGA and the Columbia ·

administration, but the census
showed the majority of students
felt safe," Matos said.
Student participation in the census depends on how well the SGA
advertises, which at the time of
print, it had yet to begin. The census will appear on the OAS IS login
page and, with the help of Nonhan
Alexandrotf, director of Student

See SGA, Page 13
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student portfolios.
Do you have your own portfolio website? If so, we would love to link to your website from
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offer from someone in your industry as a result!
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the Portfolio Center site and we'll help you create one!
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Ex-political prisoners share stories through music
By George P. Siefo
Assistant campus News Editor

promoted
African-Ame r ican
Heritage month.
Similar to America's Atcatraz,
Robben Is land was established in
1961 as a prison camp in South

South Afr ica's po litical prison ers get to s ing their songs about
thei~ sto ri es," Spitz sa id .
, In 1948 , South Africa legally
establ ished aparthe id as racialsegregation of b lacks from
whites. The apartheid carried
laws that restricted blacks from
voting or traveling to certain
parts of the country. If a South
Africa native viol ated any section of apa rth eid he would be
sent 10 Robben Is land, 1011ured
and forced to live under harsh
condition s.
The la w was abo li s hed in

AtTica. Like many of the prisoners

1994.

at Robben Island, Thembinkosi
Sithole, Grant Shezi and Muntu
Nx um alo were charged for protesting apartheid. Even though each
member was tried separately, a ll
three shared th e same fate: spending more than 20 years of their
lives at Robben Is land. In 199 1,
Robben Island released all its prisoners and within a few years
became a tourist attraction.
Jeff
Spitz,
founder
of
Groundswell Education Fi lm s, a
non-profit group that makes films
and documentaries on cross-cultural issues, came up with the-idea
of making a documentary about
the group 's journey and So uth
Africa's political transfonnation.
Spitz. who is also an instructor in
Co lumbia's F il m and Video
Department, heard the group's ·
music inside a g ift shop at Robben
Island, and in 2002, took the group
on tour across America for the first
time . Last week th e Robben Island
Singers came back for an encore.
" It 's really a rare thing when

"fThe Robben Is land Singers]
are ordi nary guys who lost their
family members ," Spi tz sa id.
"They sacr ificeCi thei r blood and
tears, and they teach people how
to s ing and laugh."
Shezi and Sitho le, who were
childhood friends , lost touch as
they grew older but later reun ited
at Robben Island. Nxumalo, who
was a lso a poli tical prisoner, wasn't acquainted with e ither Shezi or
Sitho le. During their Slay at
Robben Island the three came
together when Nxumalo picked up
a guitar and began s inging with the
two. O nce they. were re leased, the
three decided to preserve their
music by making a CD.
"Jeff had worked wit h the m
before and thought it \You Id be
great to bring them to campus
a long with highl ightin g st ud en t
projects throughout the event,"
said Kim Weathe rly, director of
African-American
Cultural
Affairs at Col umbi a.
The s how featured th e group

Using on ly their voices, the
Robben Island Singe rs filled the

1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash
Ave., w ith music as they sang

their stories and sent'a message
to the audience: Stand up for
what you believe in.

The performance on Jan . 30,

Rogan Birnie/ The Chronicle
The Robben Island Singers are former political prisoners at Robben Island in South Africa that spent time
with former South Africa President Nelson Mandela. Their music incorpartes Zulu and some English .

si nging most ly in Zulu. For take you out of the cell to beat
eve ry song, the three would you up, [and] they wouldn't let
huddle uP. decide what to sing us read and (reading] was some·
next, break it down and have thing I took for granted. I never
Shezi tell the audience the story cried or hid my face when they
behind their next performance.
were beating me. "
"You don ' t just go to priso n;
After Shczi told the sto ry the
you have the unfortunate luck to ' grou p would sta rt sing ing. Th e
go to .deten tion , wh e re your only rhythm of their voices mad e
contact [with people] is with the. audience members active, c lapinterrogators, " Shezi told the ping their hands and repeating
audience. "[ The interrogators ] phrases from the group's Zulu

lyr ics.

" It was enrich ing and humbling, not .that we all take freedom of readi ng for granted,"
said Kira McFarland, a senior
theate r major.
For more injurJ1!arivtI UII {h..:
Robb..:n Island Singers go ( 0
robbenislandsinRers.c:vlII
V I'
gr() lI nd~\vellJl/ms. org
gsl efo@<:hroniclemail.colII
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Namibia and Carnaval, couldn't afford the ticket , so he
stayed in Chicago, making
phone calls and gathering monetary support to send to
Silveira in Brazil.
When the crew returned from
Brazi l, they spent almost two
years in post production : a year
Continued from Page 3
of editing and another year
finding money to finish the
crew, which he says is more like sound, Eick said. During that
a brotherhood and sisterhood of time, they submitted Namibia
best friends, in his 2000 class, to Big Screen Ten, an annual
Id~a Production. Russell Porter,
Columbia showcase of top stua faculty member of the Film dent films, where the short won
and Video Department taught the jury prize of $2,000.
the class.
"But by the next week the
" He took to heart something I $2,000 was gone because we
sai d to him , which is , ' In order still owed people money," Eick
to get anywhere
said.
"It's remarkable the
in life , you have
Taking
the
troubles that make
to take risks ,'
wins as an "in" at
and he was pre·
many filmmakers, vet- Columbia, Eick
pared
to
do
erall or amateur, have asked if they
that ,"
Porter
could use the
with storytelling, I
said. "All the
found Miguel's clean, Film and Video
risks , dangers
Department
straightfonvard
and difficulties
equipment· to finapproach
quite
in Brazil, they
ish
Carnaval
affective. "
also tend to be
Blues; they were
brilliant source
allowed
four
material , and r -Philip Bajorat, com- days to do so, at
petitions coordinator no cost. At other
think that is
for the Chicago
what Miguel has
producti on s ites
captured."
in C hi cago the
International Film
They
made
sa me equipme nt
Festival
two versions of
would
cost
the film: Carnaval Blues, which $15,000, Eick said.
"Colum bia
really
carne
is an hour long, and Namibia,
Brasil, a short they created from through for us," Eick sa id. "First
five minu tes of footage that they let us do the sound there ,
stood on its own, Si lveira said.
and Columbia does n '{ do that
The low-budget film required with feature films. But this was
the entire crew to buy their own never meant to be a feature film ;
tickets to Brazil.
it was meant to be a short indeAndrew Eick, a junior film pendent project at Co lum bia.
major and a producer of both But as they were filming, it

Film:

Columbia aids in
'Camaval Blues'
editing process

turned into something bigger,
something that couldn'l be told
in 20 minutes."
Silveira and Eick also submitted Namibia, Brasil to the
Chicago International Film
Festival in October 2006.
Philip Bajorat, competitions
coordinator for the Festival,
makes fmal decisions on which
films are accepted. He contacted

Silveira when Namibia was
selected.
"The
two
things
that
impressed me most abo ut
Namibia, Brasil were Miguel's
ability to stro ngly estab li sh
mood and to simp ly tell a
s to ry," Baj orat sa id. "It's
remarkabl e the troub les that
many filmmakers, ve teran or
amateur, ha ve with story-

telling. I found Miguel's clean,
straightforward approach quite
affective." .
Aud iences at the Chicago
festival definitely enjoyed
Namibia, Bajorat said, and he
can imagine Carnaval Blu es
having a decent run in U.S.
festivals.

bpalmer@chroniclemail.com

Remembering Dr. King

A student from the Choif Academy of Chicago is overwhelmed by the previous performers, Shekinah Glory
Ministry, on Jan. 29. The gospel concert was part of a celebration honoring Dr. Martin Luther King at the
Conaway Center in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.

•
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earn up to $1000 for your student ORGanization
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1104 South Wabash
HUB Office [Basement]
312.334.6656 soc@Colum.edu
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• Alumni Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Bob Enrietto Scholarship/Semester in L.A, (Deadline: March 2007)
• David Rubin Scholarsh ip (Deadline: March 15, 2007 )
• Helen Fong Dare Scholarship (Deadline: March 16, 2007 )
• Hermann Conaway Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Hillary Kalish Scholarship (Deadline : March 15, 2007)
• John Murbach Scholarship/ Des igner·in·Residence (Deadline: March 15, 2007 )
• Ron Pitts Scho lars hip (Deadline: April 3, 2007)

ART & DESIGN
• Pougialis Fine Arts Awa rd (Deadline: Apr il 2007)
ARTS , ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT
• Th e Make A Dent Scholarship
(Deadli ne: April 27, 2007)
• The Chuck Suber Scholarship
(Deadl ine: April 2007)
ASL· ENGLISH INTERPRETATION
• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship
(Dead line: Ju ne 1, 2007)
DANCE
• Forest Foundation Scholarship
(Dead line: March 15, 2007)
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
• Joan and Irving Harris Scholarship
(De ad line: March 15, 2007)
FICTION WRITING
• John Schultz and Betty Shiflett Story
Workshop Scholarship
(Deadline: Spring 2007)
• Sylvia McNa ir Tr avel Story Scholarship
(Deadline: Spring 2007)
JOURNALISM
• John Fischetti Scholarship
(Deadline: March 9, 2007)
• Irv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)

MARKETING COMMUNICATION
• The Patricia McCarty Scholarship Fund
(Deadline: April 1, 2007)
MUSIC
• Mus ic Department Scholarshi p
(Dead line: February 10, ·200 7 )
PHOTOGRAPHY
• Kodak Scholarship (Deadline : April 2007)
RADIO
• Irv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship
(March 1 5, 2007)
TElEVISION
• AI Lira Scho larship (Deadline: March 1 5, 2007)
• Th aine Lyman Scho larship
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Irv Kupcinet Media Arts Sch,olarship
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
THEATER
• Betty Garrett Musical Theater Scholarship Fund
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• David Talbot Cox Scholarship Fund
(Deadline : March 15, 2007)
• Freshman Achievement Award
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)

I
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Hip-Hop:

hanging out in gangs," Maguire said.
The "HiP"'Hop Jam" was a major

Group to create
outreach program

success, according to Maguire, and
featurecl performances by lomas

Marad, Kidz In The Hall, Mass
Hysteria, Twisted Knowledge and
Continuedfrom Front Page Shots-en-Site and "hip-hop legend"
GQ Tha Teacha. Columbia students
have, but we try to look at it from a Matthew Hooczko and Andrew
realistic point of view. And not Saylor mixed the live sounds for the
everyone has it and those are not show.
necessities of life,"
Anthony Soltero, a sophomore
Justin Bell, known as !II Legi~ audio arts and acoustics major, has
graduated from Columbia last been a deejay for eight years and is a
spring as a music business manage- member of Columbia's chapter.
ment major and was one of the
"It's not about being ala bar- it's
emcees who performed and said the about art and having a good time,"
diversity of the organization is one Soltero said, who also perfonned at
of the best things about it.
the "Hip-Hop Jam."
"I'm here supAndrea Ferlgus, a
"We want to do
porting a good
sophomore art and design
something positive major, said events like the
orga ni zat ion ,"
said Bell, who
for the kids to ...
"Hip-Hop Jam" are really
met Maguire at show them that there fun and give the artists
Columbi a and
great exposure. ,
are alternatives to
has worked with .
"I didn't know aoout
selling drugs and
him outside of
[Hip-Hop Congress] until
hanging out with
school for a few
tonight, but I'm going to
gangs."
yean;,
continue to support its
Columbia's
events," Ferlgus said.
-Kyle Maguire,
chapter of HipIn May the chapter will
junior arts, enter- hold its largest event, a
Hop Congress
will meet twice a tainment and media hip;hop
appreciation
month and hold management major week
and
festival.
month ly events,
Maguire's goal for the
which could include community organization is to create a better
outreach, live perfonnances or sense of hip-hop culture rather than
speakers that would talk about the just a way of making money.
art of hip· hop,
"It's a way oflife, a way of think·
Maguire said the chapter is going ing and- really focusing on hip·hop
to collaborate w ith the Hip.Hop as an art and not a business," he
Congress. c hapters in C hicago's said. "We want 10 bring it back to
Englewood and Cabrini Green the golden age ofhip--hop."
neighborhoods to set up _hip·hop
For more in/ormation aboUl
workshops for the youth.
Columbia chapter of Hip.Hop
"We want to do something pasi·
Congress go to myspace.comlhhc·
tive for the kids to come out and do columbiachicagochapter.
for the day to show them that there
are alternatives to selling drugs and
hgraham@chroniclemail.com
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SGA:
E-mail survey to
be sent to students
Continued from Page 7
Communications, a mass e·mail
including a link to the census
will be sent to a ll OASIS
accounts, Weigle said. The com·
mittee also plans to put up
posters around campus, she

said .
Tiffany Carrington , a senior
art and design major, said she
did not know a student census
existed.
Now that she knows, she will
participate in order to bring
attention to an inequality issue
between B.F.A. and B.A. stU·
dents' studio space in the Art
and Design Department. Only
B .F.A. students can store their
ongoing projects in the studios,
'Carrington said, while B. A. s tu-

dents like herself have to trans·
port their work every day.
"All art students should have
their own space," Carrington
said. "Lately I haven ' t been able
to make the big furn iture pieces
that I want to because I don't
have a car."

SGA meets every Tuesday at 5
p.m . in the HUB in the lJ04
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. All
are welcome.
bpalmer@chronic/email.com

•
Hip-hop In
the Hokin

Tim HunVThe Chronicle
III Legit performs at the Hokin Annex in the Wabash C.ampus Building. 623 S. Wabash Ave., J~n. 31 for a
mix-tape release party for a beat--making class. III Legit performed for a full house before movIng on to
another show.

~.
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all no shows Will
be shot down With
extreme prejudice

.

-

.*.

Opening Reception:
Thursday Feb. 8 • 5-7pm
Columbia College Library, 3rd floor
624 S. Michigan Avenue

Columbia.

I\brarV

Refreshments served

Connnentary
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Back from the Drawing Boards

rrtP+-

Quorum for a forum
or the sake of civic reporter asked about the because of a previous
duty, on Ian. 29., The skatepark near South Grant engagement.
"({'s her bus iness. That
Chronicle sponsored a Park- which sends mixed
public forum at the Hokin messages since skateboard- goes for any public official.
Annex , 623 S. Wabash Ave., ing is prohibited in the Loop. Jf you call the mayor 's office
with some of the candidates Most of the answers the can- they wouldn '1 give you
for alderman in the 2nd didates gave came straight everything that 's on their
Ward. The forum still went out of the book of politics. schedule. Suffice to say, she
on despite Ald. Haithcock 's None of them specifically had a previous engagement,"
It 's clear that the four canfrom
the
absence . OUf reporters asked differentiated
questions that pertained to pack- all for the better if didates who showed up are
both s tudent and ward one is running for office in definitely competent and
able to hold the job, but
issues. But we didn ' t get any thi s ward.
But it wasn't what was obviously only one will win.
so lid answers.
Before the forum began, said that made us think At the end of the forum ,
one could see Bob Fioretti about Alderman Haithcock 's Kenn.y Johnson said people
s hakin g hands with audience future. Aldermanic races are told him that each candidate
members. He was try ing to that rare breed of beast seemed qualified, and it's
work the ' room- and he where local politics rule and too bad all four couldn't take
wasn't alo ne as the other being ruthl ess and cunning a year to be alderman.
But the future is at stake
three candidates, includin g wins elections. Beating out a
Kenny
Johnson,
Larry Chi cago a lderman , es pecial- here . The 2nd Ward is boomDoody and David R. Askew ly in the 2nd Ward, depends ing. And because the candimade s ure to let them se lves on a few factors: mainly a dates are so even ly matched,
be known . Th ey are, after sp lit vote, a scandal or even they took Qn an amalgamation of every other politician
a ll , vy in g to take ove r fat igue with the incumbent.
Hai thcock 's ward .
And Haithcock should who ever ran for office
Event uall y, th e forUl:n know
something about before. While striving for a
became abo ut accessibility, fatigue. During the forum , change is a noble pursuit, it
transportat ion and future some of the candidates will be difficult to change
budget.
.alluded to the fact th at anything if the four candiMost people know . th at Haithock is· not very accessi- dates manage to split the
during public forums lik e ble to her co nstituents. vote in the Democratic
thi s, candidates get nervous. Per hap s she should have organi zat ion and give four
Doody did the best he cou ld been th ere.
more years to Haithcock.
" We don't put out everyto mai ntain composure and
The candidates moved
not tap his legs under the th in g that 's on her schedule their lips, sweated and
tabl e. Fioretti ,was asked to because everything isn't pub- grinned during the forum,
stop speak in g on a couple li c domain," Haithcock 's but not a lot of s pecific plans
occasions because he went spokesperson said. Haithcock, ·came out. Perhaps it was too
ove r the a llotted time , while according to the spokesper- early. The only thing they
Askew appreciated some of son, had the intent ion of seemed to be say ing was,
the questions posed by one showing up to the forum but " Hell no, Ha ithcock has to
of the panelists. One canceled at the last minute go. "

F

Dan WrighVMCT

Pre-election blues
t's a tale that can so ften
th e stoo l ~ literall y. Last
Monday , Alderman
Arenda Troutman accused
the FBI of character assassi nation because the lab
re su lts regardin g a white
powder which -was recovered from her home were
taking too long.
A Iderman Troutman was
arrested on Jan. 8 and
charged with brib·ery. The
fed s searc hed her home and
office and found a .3 57 Colt
Python and "suspected
drugs and drug paraphernalia."
" I can' t understand that
you don't know by now if
that was a drug or not ,"
Troutman told reporters last
week. She said that with all
the technology on the market, it's peculiar that the
FBI didn't let the press
know the result s. She
claims it is dietary fiber.
"They've let you guys
know everything up to th is
point," Troutman said .
Perha.ps
it 's
because
aldermanic e lections are
right around the corner that
Troutman is upset about the
delayed results and is get-

I

ting the press involved .
Troutman needs to understand that she is being treated like everyone else who
comm its crimes or is suspected of illegal activity.
There are protoco ls for this,
and the fed s are doing their
jobs.
But three weeks does
seem kind of long. How
hard can it be to test if a
white powdery substance is
cocaine or heroi n? In Tango
& Cash, Stallone shoots a
hole in a coca ine-carrying
tanker, grabs a hand fu l,
tastes it and figures it is
coke right off the bat.
Of course, 'that's a movie,
but there must have been
some daredevil cop on the
scene who could have done
that field test. It e ither tastes
like coke or it tastes like,
well, dietary fiber.
The FBI is not concea ling
anything. Feds are just
doing their jobs. And it
takes time. Is the FBI trying
to sabotage Troutman ?
Of course not, sa id Ros s
Rice, the FBI spokesperson
for the Chicago area.
" We don ' t know what the
substance was. That 's why
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we submitt ed it to th e lab
for evaluation and analysis," Rice sa id.
He a lso said that the
results depend on how
backed up the lab is at that
time and that they don ' t do
preferential treatments with
cases, The order in which
cases are handled is based
on the way they come in for
testing.
However, Troutman is
screaming into thin air. The
drug analysis w ill come in ,
but the question is: Will it
be before or afte r e lectio ns?
"Depe ndin g on what
agency sent it and if they
sent it to our lab , [the
results] would be sent prior
to the official court date,"
said Sgt. Luis Gutierrez
from the Public Information
Office for the Illinois State
Police.
Troutman says it 's psyllium husk, which is a powdery substanpe that is used
during he r seasonal cleansing of the colon. We favor
health supplements as much
as the next guy, girl or'
alderman , 'but all this
screaming . and shouting
can't be healthy.
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License to impersonate
We were somewhere around Gurnee
Mill s, when the
American Eag le,
that o ld white rick-

ety roller coaste r at
Six

Flags

Great

America-the las t
By Cyryl Jakubowski refuge for great
Commentary Editor

Ame ri can rides came
into view. G urn ee is
the mecca o f consumerism gone awry.

Riding high on caffe ine, cigarettes and
whatever my dad had fo r breakfast, it was
me and my father, who, as luck wou ld have
it, got into trouble with the law again. Thi s
was nothing new, since my dad 's driver's
license had more ho les th an o ld fishnet

stockings-staple holes from previous
entanglements with the law.
Sometime last year, my dad was th e victim of a routine traffic stop. He probab ly
had hi s mini dashboard DVD player showing the third episode of "Star Wars."
Needless to say, he was stopped by the fuzz
and had no insurance or registration documentation- the same routine that every cop
asks for when they make a traffic stop in
America. My dad 's papers were in order; he
just didn 't have the actua l papers. .
So he lost hi s licen se and court ensued.
But if there is one th in g to be sa id about
my father it's that he rea lly takes the law
with a grain of sa lt . As is fitt ing for a
lapse Catholic- he knows the rules are
there-he just doesn't foll ow th em. So it
counts for somethin g. I guess it 's the
memori es o fa different scene and a weird
political creature gone by. He only speaks
Polis h and thinks th e rul es don ' t app ly to
him . He 's an old man. He could read
Gene sis w hen relieving him se lf.
At any length , after m iss ing two court

dates he was obv iously in trouble . He forfe ited hi s drivin g privileges by not show·
ing up.
So, in stead of doing the regular
A merican thing, he did the next best Polish
thing: he enlisted his offspring to help him
out.
Now, in a Pol ish household , the word
" he lp" carries many connotations.
Sometimes "he lp" means fi x in g the' garage
door because " he j ust got out of the shower." Or the dog is ovu lating so let's not walk
there.
However, in thi s case, " help" meant fixing my dad 's court mess so th at he could
drive to work again . I love road trips. I
think I do this type of outing once every
four years since this is my pop 's average.
His reasoni ng for mi ssing two court summat ions was because he didn 't speak
English . Unfortunate ly I do, so it was my
turn to be his attorney.
" Dad, as your attorney, I suggest you

Number of endiingeresJ turtles seized by Thailand
400 authorities
on Feb, ' 1. The

,
nirflals were believed to be iIIegplly for sale
at Bangkok markets and have an estimated
worth of $23,000. The turtles were found
in a su~case on a public bus headeP for the
Bangkok Prachuap Khiri Khan province,
ccording to AFP News.

relax and play dumb," I said to him on the
way to the courthouse, which was in Round
Lake Beach- a haven for agreeable gas.
prices and dirt cheap cigarettes. So I was
go ing to help no matter what.
But fear began to creep up my sp ine as I
sped in front of lon ely truckers and deviant
housew ives on ce ll phones on-I-294. ~ i dn ' t
I see something like this on the news?
Wasn't somebody busted for ,im personating
a lawyer?
Indeed. It was on the fron t page of the
Jan. 27 edition of the Sun Times. The headline read: ' Don ' t hire this guy (he's not a
lawyer). ' I had to think.
The story involved George Robotis, a
man with a long crimi nal history, who
impersonated a lawyer and charged minimal fees for representing people in court .
The same man was a parolee who was busted in 1995 for impersonating a lawyer in a
Wisconsin court. He got six months in the
pokey and was charged with contempt of

Ageofa Seattle man who beat
his attacker off with a steel
,
cane on.Jan, 31" accorc;ling to
The Seattle Times. Gus Jon'es ' was
doused with lighter fluid 'by Paul
Pearson, his attacker, but Jones scared '
him away. The attacker set two women
standing nearby' on fire instead; They
were unhurt

82

cou rt . The case involved the same charge I
was about to answer on behalf of my
father-driving without insuranc~, a driver's license or registration.
Natural1y, I freaked . Pure panic. Was I
ready to do time? I had to break it to him
gent ly that he wou ld need to face the judge
no matter what.
"So I will face the judge. They can' t cat
me ," he said . " What can they do?" he said.
I asked who, but he didn't answer.
So I did my best to be as unprofessio nal as possib le. When trying not to imperso nate a lawyer, a feat I thought I would
ne ver have to do, the rules are simple: Be
more incompetent than the person you are
representing. Seems easy enough. You
have to ask th e court clerk if she takes
VISA. You have to leave your wallet in
your jacket pocket w hen they ask you for
I. D. A nd above a ll , one must a lways ask
for permission .
"Your honor, I would like to ask for your
permission to be this man 's trans lator during th e duration of th ese proceedings."
The judge just looked at me in an areyou-serious type of way.
" You' re guilty, okay?" I told my pops
and he nodd ed.
After that, things went smoothl y. It was
like an assemb ly line . Step up. State the
reason to vacate. Why wasn't he here. Thi s
man is guilty. Charges dismissed.
Back in the car, he fumb led fo r a coin or
a knife to take out th e staple left behind on
hi s driver 's license.
Perh aps one of these days I will get the
chance to tell my clien t, "As your attorney, I think yo u sho uld stop breaking the
law, a- hole ."
Hopefully, it won't be my dad again .

cjakllbowski@chroniclemail.cvm

lNumber of cents ' it took to win
$18,799,414 in las Vegas on Jan. 31.
A 66-year-old man, who chose to
remain anonymous, won the largest
,
penny slot jackpot in history according
to lasvegpsnow.com, a news site, The Penny
Megpbucks (R) machine paid 'Off on a grand
scale at Pahrump Nugget casino in Vegas, This
is the american dream in action,

China misguided on adoption restrictions
AsofMay I,China
wi ll join South Korea
in possessing tough,
controvers ial
and,
many would say, outrageous standards for
prospective adoptive
parents who live in
By Brent Steven White other
countri es,
Associate Editor
including the United
States.
According to these n e~ g uide lines,
would-be parents must not be obese, and
families must include both a man and a
woman. This elim inates sing les, gays and
lesbians from adopting one of the many
thousands of orphaned Chinese children left
with little or no future.
Since when does weight and sex ual preference shape a person 's abi lity to raise a
child effectively? I always thought good
parenting began with love, compassion and
the abi lity to provide financial support to a
child. Those should be the real and primary
conditions for adoption , be it loca l or international.
And if placing adoption restrict ions on
weight and sex ual orientat ion weren ' t
enough, also barred from adopting are peoThe Columbia Chronicle is a student·produced publication of Columbia College Chicago and does not
necessarily represent. in whole or in part, the views
of college administrators,
faculty or students.

All text. photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may not
be reproduced Of pubtished without
~ permission.

pie with facial defonn ities, those who take
anti-depressants and coup les o lder than 50.
China 's government-run adoption agency,
the China Ce nter for Adoption' Affairs
(CCAA), picked the wrong time to implement these new guidelines, as the announcement of the new restrictions comes in the
midst of a sharp decline of Americans adopting fore ign chi ldren.
.
As rep<U1ed by the Chicago Tribune in
early January, international adoption by
Americans fe ll 9 percent last year, while
adoptions specifically from China decreased
by 18 percent.
China's new restrictions wi ll undoubtedly
further decrease the country's international
adoption rates. This is unfortunate for goodhearted Americans who want to provide a
Chinese child with the chance for a better
life.
Despite the recent decrease in intern at ional adopt ions- the first drop in a
decade-Americans have shown their willingness to adopt from fo reign countries,
mostly China. Over the last 10 years, China
has been the top source fo r adoptive
American parents, with 35 percent of international adoption com ing from the communist country, according to a January 2007
Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Otronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s).

VIeWS elq)l"essed In this publication are those of
the writer and are not the opinions of The Columbia

Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism Department Of
Columbia College ChIcago.

article pub li shed in Fore ig n Policy
Magazine.
In past years, the CCAA has shown its
willingness to give its unwanted chi ldren a
better life elsewhere because it often issues
more international adoptions than any other
country: 13,000 in 2005 alone, accordi ng to
the Tribune art icle.
In light of these new restrictions, perhaps
the country be lieves that because it's the
world's num ber one source for international
adoptions, that it 's too lenient on its adopt ion
prerequi sites, and enfo rcing these new
guidelines will decrease the " under-qualified" potential parents. When you're on top,
there's room to be picky. But why pick on,
among others, fat people?
If China is hoping to provide its unwanted
children with homes outs ide its borders, it
wou ld make more sense to have less unnecessary restrictions for prospecti ve adoptive
parents. After all , China is the world's largest
country, with its current populat ion at 1.3
billion, according to the C IA World
Factbook,
And it's no secret th at fami lies frequen tly
g ive up their newborns if the child is a girl
because of China's one-chi ld po licy.
Families in Chinese cu lture often prefer to

have boys rather girls.
Children who are born wi th defonnities
are also frequ ent ly put up for adoption. and
ironica lly, criteria for people who want to
adopt children with "special needs" are less
stringent than fo r ch ildren born with no
abnonnaJities. The program , called The
Waiting t hild Program, is the only program
offered by the CCAA that allows potent ia l
parents to be included in the se lection of the
child they adopt.
By those standards, China is in effect saying it 's OK to place deformed babies with
"deformed" adoptive parents, but not acceptable to place healthy babies with the overwe ight or homosex ual. That's a clear, cruel
double standard.
At it s co re, plac in g these absurd
restricti ons on peopl e hopin g to adopt a
Chinese ch ild wi ll do not hin g bUI both
deny children th e opportuni ty for a bette r
life and prohibit potential parents, so me
of who m are ph ysica lly incapable of having chi ldren, from filling that parenting
vo id most adult men and women possess.
With these new rest rictions, parti es on
both sides lose.
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and may be cut due to a limited space.
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ships; yet all my friends
com e to me for advice. r
still don ' t like technology and am convinced
that it is the root of al1
evil. I, like everyone else
with a functioning brain,
have yet to answer any
of the great big questions of the day like: if
God exists, is God a man
or a woman? Is there
such a thing as an afterlife? If I ki ll an ant, am I
screwing up someone's
journey to nirvana?
.
Of course, I have
opinions on the~e things,
but I have little evidence
to back them up.
Four years ago, I met someone who
became the first of a"continuing series
of people I consider to be ex-complications-someone simi lar to a
boyfriend without the title, but with all
the arguments and phone call s that last
until 3 a.m.
As a high school senior, I wasn't
completely interested in relationships.
I was more concerned with where I
would go to college. I dubbed senior
year 2003 the year of drama- figuratively and literally.
J got myself into more trouble that
year than any other in my recollection.
I learned how to be a 21 st century hippie- protesting the new ly-waged war
in Iraq, marching down Lake Shore
Drive with hundreds of others, blocking traffic and waiting for the cops. I
left as the police arrested people and
returned home, praying that my friends
wou ldn't be stuck in jail.
At the time, my car had a 12-CD

changer that played everything from
The Beades and The Kinks to Usher
and Abandoned Poc',ls. If 1 still had that
car and disc changer, those CDs w'ould
probably still be in there, too.
I'd walk into my high school theater
class with a flower.power-like shirt
and flared jeans. My teacher would
tell me 1 was finding my " hippie self'
again. I really began to feel I was born
in the wrong time period. I still wear
those jeans and have the shirt in my
closet for the summer. In many ways,
I don 't think I've changed at all and 1
accept my many sides, including my
hippie se lf.
f started thinking about this idea of
"change" because of a pleasant surprise. On my way to a photo class the
other day, I ran into someone I haven't
seen in almost eight years. He instantly recognized. me, but it took me a
minute to remember him.
I was in shock when he told me who
he was. This guy was the younger brother of a girl I graduated from grammar
school with. I couldn 't believe how
much he seemed to have changed. He's
a college student now, taller than mewhich doesn't really take much-and
looks all grown up. He didn't look anything like the little kid I remembered.
Yet, what struck me was that he had
the exact same face he always did.
After I said goodbye and got on the
elevator, I thought to myself, "Wow,
that kid hasn't seen me in close to
eight years, and he knew me by name .
Maybe I haven 't really changed all
that m,uch. Maybe I never will."
And ' in many ways, I'm all right
with that.

dance on the bar top,
odds are I'll be up there
a few times before the
end of the night.
Now, I'm not the type"
of girl that oozes sex
appeal; I'd say I lean
more toward the corny
and sarcastic personality. That's wh y in all of
my drunken stupors I
like to think I look like
those attractive Coyote
Ugly chicks, with hot
moves and sexy '0'
faces that make the guys
leap for joy. But in reality, I'm starting to see
that t'm just another girl
When the movie Coyote Ugly came on the bar that c.a n't do much but awkout several years ago, I fell too eas ily wardly shake her hips and hold onto the
for that hot-girls-grinding-on-a-bar-top pipe that usually runs along the cei ling
image. The movie is basically a glam- to prevent an unintentional crowd dive.
orized version of the real bars with theHowever, the real blow to my Ugly
same name, where female bartenders fantasy came this past summer when I
wear indiscreet clothing and dance - went to the actual bar while on vacation
seductively for horny male bar atten- in Ft. Lauderdale. One night my friends
dees. In the movie, the g irls aren't and I went bar hopping, and J was so
trashy, but sexy. And they make tons of excited to hear that there was a Coyote
cash doing fun, choreographed dances Ugly in the area. But rather than walkand pouring strong drinks to keep ing into the bar and see ing dozens of
everyone happy_ In my mind, . there attractive guys, bright lights and dancwasn't anything to not like about that ing beautjes, I saw nothing but trashijob.
ness.
I think that may be why ever since I
The flashy scenes I've watched so
moved to the city and started going to many times became a joke as I walked
bars, I've partaken in some bar dancing into the dead, barely-lit bar. The spamyself. Not bartender or stripper style; cious room seemed too big for the
but juS! typica l drunken girl style. handful of guys that lined the wall, sitWhether it's my birthday, a New Year 's ting on stoo ls and quietly drinking their
Eve party or just any other night where Jack and Cokes as " Pour Some Sugar
I happen to get drunk, if a bar lets g irls on Me" blared from the stereo.

And these weren't just a handful of
twentysomethings; these were grown
men, most with potbellies and baseball
caps, cigarettes dangling from their
gaping mouths ~ they watched the bartenders dance.
The bartenders alone were a heartbreaking sight. Oflthe five or so girls
working, four of them were too tan, had
10 pounds of makeup painted on their
faces, a whole can of Aqua Net holding
their bleached blonde hair in dread-like
curls, and . ripped fishnets under their
unbuttoned shorts and stomach-baring
tank tops. And the real kick to the shin:
I saw two of the bartenders giving body
shots to an obese middle-aged man in
the comer of the bar.
After one overpriced whiskey sour,
we were out of there; we cou ldn't handle that disgusting scene a moment
longer. We continued on to better bars
that night, bu) the image of Coyote
Ugly has never left my mind . I've only
been on a bar top once since then~ and
that was for a birthday shot- thanks,
Hayley.
That's not to say I won't be back up
on the bar eventually. My party girl
mode has been laying donnant during
this cold winter weather, but I have' a
feeling it'll be back soon. I guess I' ll
just no longer envision being a sexy bar
top dancer like in previous years.
Instead, I' ll be happy and sexy, dancing
in my own uncoordinated and drunken
way- and there's nothing ugly about
that.

Change
I'm in the process of regressing back
to the IS·year-old high school sen ior
who counted down the days to graduation. As those final days of that senior
year approac hed , half a lifetime
seemed to rush past me in the blink of

an eye.
Looking back on those days, some
four years later, all J can think about is
the imminent "change" that I' m looking forward to after May 12.
However, over the past few ,days,
I've been forced to call into question
how much has changed since I walked
across the stage at the Arie Crown
Theater and received my high school
diploma.
Four years ago, I was stup id about a
lot of things. I realize that anyone who
knows me well and is reading this will
definitely add a punch line sim ilar to
"well, that certainly hasn't changed,"
and I know that.
I'm still completely clueless about
anything ~aving to do with relation-

It's called 'Ugly'
for a reason

JACKASS OF THE WEEK

mkroeck@chronidemail.com

tbreynf@ chroniclemail.com

"And the Star-Spangled Banner. in triumph doth wave
O'er the land of the free and the home ofthe brave... "
When Francis Scott Key wrote the "Star Spangled
Banner," he had an' "image of prqsper'ous and proud
:p~ople joining together 'to; 'fonn' a 1krrect' :and rWte
nation . "We at The Chronicle: howe{er, don 't think he
had a boozy blonde who engages in public drunken
activities in mind as a representative of our great
COUDIly.

Therefore, we find it somewhat confusing that Tara
Conner, the current Miss USA"continues to hold her
title ·after confessing ta excessive partying and-drum
roll, please-alcoholism and cocaine use.
"Allow us to ' step off our high horse .fora second.
We're obviously not offeni:1e4 by the floet that Miss
Conner knows how to have a good time; in fact, her
" alcoholism'"may just add up to be what most college
kids consider a fun drunken weekend.
However, most of us ·don't tJy to stand in as the
American icon of beauty pageant dreams fulfilled and
abundant charity. And we certainly wouldn't admit to
any alcoholic problems just to cove( up our boo-boos
after creepy Mr. Trump publicly yelled at and humiliated us..
The Miss USA title is a joke already, with the
sparkly sashes, the over-the-top tiara and barely -recognized charitable events. [n fact. it seems as though
after the pageant, Miss USA disappears into the
world of beauty queens and holds no national sign if~
icance. Plus, with Donald Trump running the whole
behind-the-scenes part, the creep factor jumps up
about 10 notches.
So maybe we can understand w hy the pageane
decided to put the barOIy legal bimbo on the stage,
thinking that no one would be the wiser of her afterhours indulgences. And we can forgive her for wanting to have a good tiine. But we can'~ forgive her for
denying the awesomeness of her paJ1Ying ways and we
certainly can't forgive the jackasses that run the Miss
USA pageant and make a mockery of 01' Scott Key's
legendary wOl:ds. - T. Breyne

Ratinas Guide

<;!)OOOOComPlete Crap So, is that movie
Download it
worth watching?
That CD worth
<;!)<;!)<;!)OOPretty Entertaining
buying? Count
the hearts in
each review and <;!)<;!)WWOvery GOod
use this handy
chart to find out.

<;!)<;!)OOO

Mary Kraeck - mkraeck@Chranlclemall.com - (312) 344-8971
Chrissy Mahlmelster - cmahlmelster@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8975
Kristin Kalter - kkalter@chtonlclemall.com - (312) 344-8970
Mall Fagerholm - mfagerholm@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344- 8969
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Calendar
of Events
MONDAY

~p@---------------------I
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
I REALLY HOPE I KEEP

REASONS WHY MUSIC CRITICS ARE FULL OF CRAP

PICK UP LINES I HEARD
LAST WEEKEND

Wo rk o ut : I know what you're think-

Ego and Attitude: Music critics
secretly consider them se lves more se lfimp0:tant than Paris. Hilton does. Egocentric and sel f-ri ghteous, critics are
existentialists both in the ir personal and
musi.callives. At their worst , they hold
nothmg but contempt for anythin g that
doesn't j ive with their pre-conceived
notions of what a good piece of mu sic
is. At their best, they're just assholes.

You seem like a challenge. Find me
when you need a beer: Ju st because I
may be a chall enge doesn 't mean I
need to be put up to the challenge of
trying to find a guy, whose face ( on ly
saw fo r a spl it second , in a crowded bar
full of sim ilar looking people. I don ' t
advi se anyone to use this lin e.

Lifestrle: A music critic's lifestyle is
one mmor step above a bum 's.
Possessing little regard for genera!"
c!eanliness, theX typically li ve in filth y,
cl~arette- s mellmg apartments fill ed
With odd , eccentric records and CDs
scattered in disarray. They drink like
sai lors. They usually do hard drugs.

But baby, I'm a tourist: Do I have
"EASY" wrilten on my forehead? NO.

ing. "Nobody ever keeps the New
Year 's reso lution to get in shape.',' But
I'm in it to win it. Seriously. I joined a
gym and everything. Hot bod, here I

come.
Eat better: Thi s sort of coincides with
the work-out-to-get-in-shape thing.
The better you eat, the bette r you
look, right? I' m a lready a fan of rice

cakes, baby carrots, sa lad and other
foods my boyfriend condescendingly

labels "rabbit food ," so I' m halfway
there.
Stop inter ruptin g people: Yeah , I' m
that person. I can' t control it. I just get
so excited about what I have to say
that I jump into conversations at rude
and inappropriate times. I' m workin g
on it, but in the meantime , I' m sorry.
Go to bed ea rli er: (fprime time TV
was n't so dam good, may be I' d get
around to starting my homework at a
reasonable hour. Instead , I' m up until
the w.ee hour~ of the morning working
on thm gs. Thi S year, I' ll multi-task. I
think I' m smart enough to follow an
episod~ of "24" while working at the
same time .
Dr.ink ,!" o r~: There 's no scholarly
rauQnah zatlOn to thi s one. It i ~ what it
is. I need to enjoy my last semester of
college.

.,

Interests: I've known music criti cs
whose primary interests are music criticism- and that 's great because it
allows them to maintain their personal
perspective and not be influen ced by
partying with bands ..
Appear~nce , vocabu lary: All music
CritiCS either look like Elvis Costello
and talk like Urkel . or look like the
quintessential child molester and talk
like pseudo-philosophers. .

Why is.n ' t your boyfriend buying
yo ur dTl.nk? Thanks for remi ndin g me
of my fa il ed re lat ionships!

I want to (fill in a vulgar sex ual actj:
I' m all about being ho ne st and up front
and sure, girls have needs, but that
doesn ' t mean we're go in g to let some
creep all up in our business.
My 'friend's gir lfri end got speared in
the heart by a r hin oce ros: In what
lame world would thi s lin e ever work
on a girl? Apparently mine, because I
let the guy buy me a beer and gave him
my number. I like a man who can tell a
story, and he got points for creativity.

Mu~ic t~ s.te: !he ironic thing abou t
musIc Critics IS they all like the biggies:
The Beatles, Elvis , Led Zeppelin , The
Clash, Fugazi, Mi les Davis, Co ltrane,
but they all feel guilty about it. So they
find an obscure German band and drill
their friend s with: "Man, these guys are

the next big thing." About 99.99999

percent of the time, they' re wronghence, be ing full of crap.

Exposure

Hungry and looking to taste test delicacies
or eager to learn tips on making your own
food? The Lunch Ladies will give free
adVice and samples at the Whole Foods
40 W. Huron St. location from noon to 1
p.m.

TUESDAY
Join other movie fanatics at a pre-show
social, and then watch fi lms from up-and·
comi ng directors at the Midwest
Independent Film Festival at landmark
Centre Cinema, 2828 N. Clark St The preshOw social starts at 6 p.m. and the film
line-up begins at 7:30 p.m. General admission is $10, and student ~ckets are $7.

WEDNESDAY
You don 't have to go to vegas to catch a
magic show-"Magic Chjcago~ brings it to
you. Every month, they bring some of the
most unusual and mysterious magicians
to Chicago. Th is month, Arthur Trace and
Jordan Wright perform at the City Lit
Theater at 1020 W. Bryn Mawr Ave. The
show starts at 7:30 p.m. and tickets are
$15.

THURSDAY
Musician Uly Allen got most of her fame
via the Internet and MySpace. Now she
has embarked on a U.S. tour. She's not
making many stops, but Allen and her
crazy costumed crew will be at the Metro,
3730 N. Clark St at 7 p.m. The show is all
ages and ~ckets are $20.

FRIDAY
If you've never gotten a chance to see The

Rocky Horror Picture Show with a live
audience, now is your chance. Members
of Midnight Madness host their annual
anti·Valentine, audIence interactive
screening at the Music Box Theatre. 3733
N. Southport Ave. Tickets are $10 and
doors open at 11:00 p.m. The show starts
promptly at midnight.
Those that are more in the Valentine's
spirit can go to the Book Cellar, 4736 N.
Uncoln Ave. for taste testings of beer and
chocolate. Tickets are $10 and space is
limited. Beat the other alcohol and sweets
fiends an~ call (773) 293-2665 to make
reservations.

SATURDAY
Watch a live ice sculpture carving by two of
Chicago's most famous sculptors, Ch ris
Koetke and Jim Nadeau from noon to 4
p.m. at Millennium Park outside Cloud
Gate. Starbucks and Moonstruck will give
free samples of coffee, hot chocolate and
candies during the sculptmg.
Crafty types can learn how to spm theIr
own yarn from sheep wool at the Ch icago
Tourism Center, 72 E. Randolph St. They
provide the free supplies and you can even
take them home and kni t away. The class
is free and goes from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

SUNDAY
With Sarack Obama's official presidentIal
campa.ign announcement set for Saturday
In Springfield, supporters around town
have set a kick-off party for those interest·
ed In hel ping with the campaIgn. The party
WI ll be held at the Prairie Moon cafe,
1502 Sherma n Ave. m Evanston from 4
p.m. to 7 p.m.

The locat ions you can find within Chicago's city limits are sometimes surpris ing. Th is fa irly rural-looking lan dscape j ust
off of .west ~ive rsey Parkway, adjacent to the lake is nearly devoid of any sign of its dense urban surroundings. It IS a
rare Sight Without traveling very far.

Women form a brotherhood by dressing in drag
By Chrissy Mahlmeister/Assistant A&E Editor
Hold onto the spirit gu m; some be ing a drag king- it doesn't
Chicago drag kings aren't fin- matter what your sexual identifiished putting on their beards just cation is-is dressing up like a
yet. While the Chicago Kings-a man . It 's an over-exaggeration of
troupe of women who entertain a character or an impersonatiQn
crowds dressed up as men- hung of a specific artist. The whole
up their hats two years ago, not point of it is that it's an art fonn
all the members have called it of expression, and it's there to
entertain."
quits.
A typical drag king show conSebas tian Cock, whose real
name is Kate Versage, isn't let- .sists of an emcee on stage with
ting the di sintegration of the different acts ranging anywhere
troupe get her down. I n fact, the from serious acting to lip-syncing
dimini shing community helped with sexy dancing to impersonher create her own troupe called ations of celebrities. Afterwards,
Chicago Boi Toiz, which per- Sebastian even deej ays for the
fOnTIS the first Friday of every attention-starved crowd.
month at Circuit Night Club,
" Drag 'kings, to some degree,
3641 N. Halsted SI.
tease. the audience," Sebastian
" You just have to be a femal e," said. "There's always dancing,
Sebasti an said. " Whether it 's a whether it's choreograp hed or
lesb ian female, straight female, freestyle. I do a variety of things;
transgender femal e, the point of I like to experiment with a lot of

different characters."
Audience members also can't
seem to get en9,~g!l Of the
Chicago drag Id'n { scene,
although !j:ome have ' noticed the
sudden decline in performers ."
Kristen Gleaves, 20, is one of
them.
"My friends always go cause
it's a place to hang out and you ·
know everyftody's going .ta be
there . It's lik,e an event," said
Gleaves, a fic\ion writing major

and also one de the fou nders of
Q-Force, a CoI~bia community-based organization for young
queer people. "Although a lot of
the good ones have s topped happening- most of the troupes I've
seen aren't together anymore. "
Leslie Rupp, the' pro(essor and

chair of women's studies af the
University of Cal.i fomia Santa

!~

Barbara, said she's been to her
share of drag king shows in her
area, and they are usually eyeopening and enlightening.
"They tend to be very political
shows connected to feminism
and activism and women's studies and queer theory," Rupp said.
'There's a lot of use of the shows
to educate people about crossdressing and about transgenderism, body image and racism."
Being a drag king means something different to every woman..
that participates in the diminishing scene. For Sebastian, it's a
release from her daily life.
"The fact that [ get to be a drag
king alone gives me the pants to
gender bend in a way that is very
expressive," she said.
Sebastian said she. Jives a very
entertainment-orientated life and

brings to life a lot of different
characters on stage. And for her,
it 's not just about being a lesbian,
it's also about being a fabulous
actress.
Within the drag king community, it's not just the perfonnances
that bring them together but just
getting to know each otht:r on a
personal basis.
"There 's a brotherhood that
comes into play in the drag king
community..!." ~ sai~~ - ~basti.an .
"There's a code ·that we all try to
follow. It's not written in stOhe,
but it's a level of honor and
respect toward' YOut brothers."
The Chicagg Bpi T())~JJ.()ld
ing their fina"'c~ion

()J the (()p

drag king on March 2
at Circuit Night Club.~

cmaIJlmeisterlfJchroniclemail:com
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LOST

BOYS

In 2001, the United States government resettled about 4,000 of the
young men who fled the war in Sudan. They call themselves The Lost
Boys, and about 125 of them ended up in Chicago. AHhat time, they
ranged in age from about 8 to 18 years old, and traveled anywhere from
700 to 1,000 miles in order to escape the war in Sudan. Most did not
know how old they were, let alone when they were born. .
Upon entering the United States, the govern meAt assigned various
ages, and the birthday of Jan. 1 to each boy. On Jan. 28, The Lost Boys in
Chicago, as well as their friends and family in the United States, celebrat·
ed their assigned birthday, as well as the second anniversary of the
Sudanese Peace agreement, at Truman College 1154 W. Wilson Ave.

Photos by Rachael Strecher

1. Deng Garng waits in the long line for food sporting an homage to his neighborhood.
2, Akwlng Ut, 4, cri es after losing one of his gloves and after one of his friends accidentally kicked him in
the head while doing a cartwheel.
3. People file into the room wh ere the party is being held, laden with trays of food for the event.
4. A representative from the Bulls hands out small posters of Luol Deng to children at the birthday party for
an autograph.
5. Reng Deng, 7, plays around with some of his friends before the party begins.
6 .. Anna Batcheller holds Nyedeng before the celebration begins.
7. Miriam Namla shares some birthday cake with her little sister as everyone enjoys the feast, of fried chick·
en and traditional Sudanese food.
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Lynch's latest work redefines independent c inema
By Matt Fagerholmj/!;ssistant A&E Editor
.. We are like the spider. We
weave our life. and then move
along in it. We are like the dream-

er who dreams and then lives in
the dream. This h trne for the
entire universe." - from the Hindu
scripture Upanishad
This is what the brilliantly elusive filmmaker David Lynch read
to a sold-out audience at the Music
Box Theatre, 3733 N. Southport
Ave., last week, prior to a screening of his 10th feature film, Inland
Empire . .With fingers that wiggle

as if playing an invisible piano and
a face as contentedly serene as it is
subtly mischievous, Lynch is as
fascinating an enigma as anyone
of the characters in his films.
His career has included everything from surrealistic night-

mares-Eraserhead
and
Mulholland Dn"ve---and dark suburban parables-Blue Velvet and
"Twin Peaks"-to deeply moving
character studies-The Elephant
Man and The Straight Story.
Yet throughout it all; Lynch has
favored telling stories through
emotions, not logic. He forces

audience members to leave their
intellect at the door and intuitively
follow his film's interpretive
images. and nonlinear plotlines.
Such a mindset is imperative·
while viewing his most audacious
and experimental masterwork to
date, inland Empire. Here's a film
that not only defies description but
also a defini'tive star rating.
Reviewing it ·is like critiquing a
work by Picasso; it's inherently
impossible, because the artwork
isn't striving to be anything other
than what it is, which is unlike
anything anyone's seen before.
The formless plot folds into-·
itself repeatedly and often goes off
on to wildly bizarre tangents. The
film's star, Laura Oem, takes on so
many different persOnalities that
the lines blur between each of her
characters. Time is irrelevant,
coherence is vaporous and comprehension is futile. Yet the film
somehow manages to be scarier,
quirkier and more deeply halUlting
than the vast majority of contemporary American cinema.
At first, the director's adamant
admirers may think they've sturn-

bled onto familiar ground. The
brief flfSt act of this three-hour
opus is peppered with amusing
cameos from Lynch favorites
Gra~e Zabriskie, Harry Dean
Stanton and Diane Ladd. A semblance of plot seems to swirl
around Dem's central character,
screen actress Nikki Grace, who is
cast in a melodrama entitled On
High in Blue Tomorrows. Her
director, play~ by Jeremy Irons,
informs the cast they're in a
remake of a film that was halted in
mid-production by ·the murder of
its two leads. AS Nikki's character,
Susan Blue, toman~ the dashing_
Silly Side in 7bmon-ow"s, · Nikki
begins to feel similar -feelings for Legendary director David Lynch has crafted his most abstract. audithe actor Portraying Billy, played ence-polarizing work to date with 'Inland Empire.'
by Justin Theroux.
Much of this is reminiscent of self trapped within her own fic- camera, Lynch multi tasked as
writer, director, producer, editor
Mulholland Drive: Lynch 's tional persona.
Meanwhile, all of this is being and cameraman. He even sings the
scathing look at Hollywood's
dark nature and the destructive watched on a television set by a lingering melody, "Strange What
toll it takes on those who inhabit Polish prostitute whose broodingly Love Does."
Avoiding the distonion of his
it. Yet as Nikki loses her grip on mournful state sets the tone for the
reality, so does the film, as it entire film. It's only natural that artistic vision by meddlesome stuplunges the audience ~ead-first Lynch-who has made several dio-heads, Lynch decided to mardown a hallucinogenic rabbit films about the exploitation of ket the film himself and tour the
hole
the actress finds her- ., women-would see Hollywood country with it. Thus, from the
acting synonymous with prostitu- moment of this film's conception,
all the way to a last-minute Oscartion.
During the Q&A following the ,bid for Oem- in which the direcMusic Box screening, Lynch com- tor dragged a cow down
mented on how "darkness" repre- Hollywood sidewalks- David
sents "negativity and nothing- Lynch has achieved the purest
ness," while light is the sign of all form of American independent
life. The first shot of Inland filmmaking since the days of John
Empire is a beam of light scorch- Cassavetes. Like Cassavetes'
ing through the darkness- with work, inland Empire is the
the aid of incredibly vibrant sound antithesis of mainstream enterdesign- illuminating the film's tainment, failing to hold the intertowering title.
est of any viewer unwilliflg to fall
As one of the world's leading under its uniquely dubious spell.
Despite its aggressive abstractadvocates for transcendental meditation, which he believes holds the ness, the film truly seems to be, in
key to world peace, Lynch spons the end, a meditation on the inhcrthe inventive spontaneity of a man ent mystery of existence, and how
whose mind is capable of bound- each human mind "weaves a web"
less imagination. Consider a few of meaning around itself, thus creof the film 's countless unforget- ating its own unique "inland
table moments: People in giant empire."
However, Lynch stressed to the
rabbit heads reciting dialogue out
of sequence to the solUld of canned Chicagoan multitudes that his
laughter, while later, a group of films can be interpreted multiple
horny prostitutes breaks out in a ways and are a lot like "Certs
dance number scored to "The breath mints-two in one." All he
asks is that his audience not
Locomotion. "
Perhaps the film's most extraor- "worry about the intellectual expedinary sequence occurred when a rience" whi le watching his films
character lay bleeding to death on and instead meditate on the emoideas
they
conjure.
the Walk of Fame, in between two tional
homeless women who casually Meditating on anything else would
engage in an increasingly out- prove useless because, as Lynch
landish conversation about direc- sllccinctly said: "If you meditate
tions to Pomona. Such sequences on bunennilk, you'll end up going
inspire hollow guffaws from the to the dairy."
audience similar to those on the
mJagerholm@chroniclemail.com
rabbit laugh track. There ure also
some contorted smiles- yes,
smiles- guaranteed to send viewers leaping from their chairs.
Inland Empire
That this film succeeds as a triDirected
by David
umphant work of art is a testament
to the collaborative genius of
Lynch
Lynch and Oem. Using a seventyminute monologue as their first
"puzzle piece," the director and
Transcendentalist
actress went on to improvise the
surrounding film, with Oem deliv(j)(j)(~)(~)(J)
ering her best work to date, and
Lynch using what he refers to 'as
the "unified field of consciousness" to pull all these dissimilar
strands together. Shooting all the
footage on · an outdated digital

Portroil project fromeless
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Search for location halts comple~on
By Allison Riggio/ Associate Editor

pie start
Year's resolutions, one man is
sticking to his guns.
Thomas Marlow is at a bit of a
standstill with a project he began
last year, but he certainly isn't
giving up. He began taking more
than 600 portraits of everyday
people around Chicago and is
currently securing a location to
build an installation of the
images. Marlow 's primary goal is
to develop a charitable program
around the work.
" If I can't get a space, I'm not

going to be able to raise money for
it," Marlow said, adding that he
wants to find a high~pedestrian
area to showcase the work.
Marlow intends to get the project up in Chicago and branch out
to other cities across the globe.
When he secures the location and
funding for the Chicago project:
Marlow will seek out professional
photographers to partner in a mentorship program with disadvantaged chi ldren. Along with trying
to set up a scholarship fund for
them, the kids' photographic wOrk
will contribute to the possible
10,000 portraits needed to complete the installation.
"The secondary purpose, the
installation's purpose, is to create a
memorial to the enduring love and
passion of hUIl1an beings which
will touch, move and inspire pee-

wait for three hours," Smith said.
requesting volunteers.
Lempka helped Marlow by
With about 600 portraits completed, the project has reached a assisting visitors in signing authorstandstill pending approval of a ization waivers for the portraitslocation for the installation- which were typical model releases.
where the images would be glazed She also helped him organize
. meetings with community leaders
onto tiles.
Marlow is interested in the to try and create more opportuniCTA's Red Line station at Grand ties to take portraits around
and State, Millennium Park:, .the Chicago.
"The hope would be that in a
Tribune Plaza and Navy Pier as
potential locations for year from now the Chicago instalthe
installation. lation is complete . ,. [and] the city
Marlow can't pursue of Chicago, 'and the people that
funding to l'u!ther the come through the city, will be able
project until a location to appreciate the installation,"
is set and the project is Lempka said.
Marlow has made a commitapproved.
An 8x8 tile could ment to see this project through to
cost about $125 for the the end, and his friends and volunglazing alone, he said, teers are right behind him. Both
adding that with mar- Smith .a nd l<lmpka agreed they
keting, supplies and would continue to help out whenare tiled together in a template of what the other fees, each tile ever the project picks up from its
Street Studio Project may look ·Iike.
could ultimately cost temporary standstill.
"When I first learned of
an estimated $250.
. - -. ' - ' 11"'
"I have a list of potential donors; . ThomaS':.p~
small part of what would be something that touched so many peo- but what comes rust: the chicken nad ever haa'f~~Rf ~
ple's lives."
or the e.,gg?" Marlo?, said. "It meet aiiyo;)h .' fi,;-c'ared So 'pas".
Smith helped organize and man- would be wrong of me to collect sionately:
age people waiting for Marlow to money for something that I Smith
.
take their portraits. Visitors haven't gotten approval [for yet]." fo'r Thomas apd
One woman found a way to m~it. l'apP<n."
seemed to be really . interested
"""'~
when Marlow set up shop at the further the plan by v.o lunteering
InJorm"1irion on th ... Chicago.
storefront location , drawing in her time for the Chicago Street Stree! St'l4i~ Projec~a"'1eat '
crowds off the sidewalk of the Studio Project. Marlow shot a thomas~ow.co~
busy intersection, she said.
family portrait for Stacy Lempka studioprojecJ/phot~s . . • j •. ' '-;;',
''There were times when people at th~ State and Lake storefront,
, """J ...
were waiting for three hours, and and she agreed to lend a hand .
ariggio@chroniclemail:&m
they were more than willing to when he sent out an

pIe for generations , to cOl!le-:- the O'Hare shoot and during the
expressini th4!;even with ow::dif- ' month at the Department of
ferences--we an share a common Cultura l Affairs' storefront
space at State and Lake streets.
bond," he said.
"Thomas' gift is with the people
The main focus is to get the
mentorship program off the and his ability to bring out all the
ground, using the installation as a different facets of a person," Smith
.said. "He didn't need to be tied up
vehicle to do so, he said.
The portraits for Marlow 's in the mundane things behind
Chicago Street Studio Project making a project happen. I love to
include individuals, families and think that I could be even some
friends shot at three
different Chicagoland
locations. Last year,
'Marlow
shot
at
Chicago's Silk Road
Oasis, secured a storefront workspace from
the
Chicago
Departm.ent of Cultural
Affairs and shot at
O'Hare International

Airport.

Marlow came up Portraits
Chicago
with the idea for the
project after brainstorming a similar idea for a
course he took.
But he admitted he wasn't active
in photography until about two
years ago and never shot a portrait
until the Chicago Street Studio
Project began. He has been tackling the project alone, aside from
the help of a few others.
Marlow 's friend , Pamela
Smith, handle d so me of the
technical aspects of the project
while Marlow took all of the
portraits. She helped Marlow at
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Showing the love
Chicago graffiti artists explore the emotion through art
By Kristin Ka~er/Ass istant A&E Editor
I

.

Erik DeBal, Flash and
Kingdom Kilpatrick grew up
together on the northwest side of
the city and started creating art,
mainly illegally, as kids in the
'80s. They hung out with, and
learned from, some of the pioneers in the graffiti scene in
C.hicago, like "Seen" and
''Trickster,'' and joined one of
the original graffiti crews,
"ABC."
Now these same graffiti artists
are being approached by several
different organizations to legal ly
paint mural s and showcase art.
The Chicago Park District and
, various studio spaces throughout the city have shown interest.
Their most recent exh ibit is on

Now .co.ptln,lppllcatlona 10,
Fill.

display at The Revolution Tattoo
and Art Ga ll ery, 22 12 N.
Western Ave., entitled " Love is a
Four-Letter Word."
For this exhibit, the idea was
for each artist to express what
love means to them or things
they love.
Both De Bat, who is also
known as Risk, and Kilpatrick's
art at the exhibit use stencil s· to
aid in part of their creation . Ri sk
said he was one of the first people to uti lize stencils in
graffitllstreet art.
"Back then, people tbought I
was cheating," he said.
The old-school sty le was
more free -style graphic s and
words , DeBat said. But these
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days pieces seen all over·the city
incorporate some stencils.
Though DeBat's di splayed art
h ~s graffiti influences, elements
of other art forms are there as
we ll. DeBat utilizes shapes,
space and colors in a multi-piece
set, which depicts what DeBat
describes as, "a deconstruction
of feelings."
Kilpatrick describes the last
painting of that set as "an alien
language," because coming
from a graffiti artist's perspective, he can tell those elements
are still there, but more emotions and styles are added to it.
DeBat wants to show how he
has matured in his painting. He
said the set · represents the conception of life, the paths people
choose and how it is important
to remember to stay grounded
and humble.
Kilpatrick's paintings at the
gallery also incorporate portraits
of women with phrases from
books he loves. Two of hi s
pi eces at the show are up-close
head-shot paintings of two
women he finds very beautiful.
One example is the painting
Jovovich ,
who
o f Milia
Ki lpatrick says he loves. He
hopes that particular painting
sells, becuase he doesn' t think
his wife will be too happy if he
has to bri ng it back home.
Kilpatri ck sa id he uses the
books Geek Love and Geronimo
Rex as inspiration in his paint-

ings because their topics apply
to all times in his life.
T he artists' othe r fri e nd,
Fl ash, has a wall of photographs
at the exhibit, which chroni cles
years of graffiti art. Some pretty
renowned sites among graffit i
artists ar~ represented includ ing
locations in Logan Square and
Little Village and along the Blue
Line. One photograph shows a
mural on 27th Street and Kedzic
Avenue that is still up now.
Both Flash and DeBat agree
the Little Village area is one of
the best environments for them
as artists, due to the respect residents have for the graffiti art
form .
A recreation of such murals
can be seen in between the photographs on Fl ash 's wall. Hung
there are mini spray paint cans,
with tiny murals on each. One
was done by the ir friend and
graffiti crew member, Seen.
"Seen is a very good bomber,"
Flash said. "He got shot and lost
motion in his left hand, [h is
writing hand] , and taught himself how to use hi s right hand ."
As a young kid, DeBat started
hangi ng around Seen and another graffiti pi oneer, Trickster who
hel ped develop hi s style. A little
dedi cation s howin~ love to both
of them is represented at the
show.
T hese days, the three artists
are being sought out by newschool graffiti artists want ing to

learn the trade from them. But
DeBat said some of the things
those arti sts are doing now
"blows my mind."
"The evo lution of control and
technique is amazing," he said.
He also feels the scene has
evolved since his earl y days.
"Now there is more unity than
warring. There might be more
beefs, but there is more respect
for each other 's works," he said.
As with many artists, the
mens' talent expands beyo nd
just one art form . Through the
years DeB at and Kilpatrick
experimented with different art
forms, including a band ca lled
Vax Wallo, and their own skateboard ing clothing company.
Kilpatrick went to Co lumbi a
as a film major in the early ' 90s
and though he didn 't graduate,
he did win awards for his film s.
He made a documentary whil e at
Co lumbia on the life of Wesley
Willi s, a schi zophreni c Chicago
street singer, which became a
cult hit.
"The Beastie Boys were big
fans [of the film] ," he said.
DeBat we nt to the Art
Institute of Chi cago as a graphic
des ign major, a nd sti ll does
graphic design to help pay the
bills.
··Love ;s a Four-Leiter Word "
runs Ihrollgh Feb. 24.
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No more SWOg of Sundonce
Film publicist starts motion to keep filmmakers on the right path
By Mark Caro/AP
For independent film publicist
Jeremy Walker, the final st raw
was seeing a movie star "hijack"
one of his staffers for an entire
afternoon at last year's Sundance
Film Festival so he cou ld score
swag- i.e., freebies-at the various houses set up to lavish
brand names 'upon celebrities.
Walker also didn't appreciate
the filmmaker who "freaked out"
because he might have missed
the opportunity to snag a gift ba"g
supposedly worth $50,000 at a
Sundance party.
When stars and filmmakers
worry more about goodies than
promoting their films, that's a
problem for Walker, who runs the
New York-based publicity finn
Jeremy Walker + Associates. So he
pulled a Jerry Maguire and wrote
up his "Swagifesto," which he sent
out last week to the stars and makers of the fil ms he is representing
at this ' year's Sundance festival,
which kicked off Jan. 18.
Swag, Walker wrote, is "evi l."
"We've watched swag, like
cocaine, tum nice, smart, humble, creative people into monsters. . .. As with cocaine, once
tasted, the consumer of swag
instantly wants more . When people see other peopl e doing swag,
they want to do it, too. And, like
cocaine, once it ' s out in the
open, swag permeates the culture, and it's all anyone can talk
about ... At the risk of sounding
like Nancy Reagan, we may 'just

say no ' to swag, and depending
on the circumstances, we may
even say no to swag on your
behalf," Walker wrote.
At founder Robert Redford's
behest , th e Sundance Film
Festival has taken up the war on
swag as well. Every year, the
quaint Main Street of Park City,
Utah, increasingly resembles a
corporate logo s howcase as companies rent out storefronts to create " hospitality lounges" from
which to "g ift" celebrities.
None of this is done with
Sundance's blessing, so Redford
gave his staffers a mandate to do
all they could to promote the
festival's role as a place to celebrate filmmakers and their
work-period.
As a result , the Sundance
Institute produced 25,000 buttons bear ing the message,
"Focus on Film." They' re being
g iven away at the festiva l 'with
cards that read, "Visibly wearing
th is b utton duri ng the 2007
Sundance Film Festival means: I
want to see fil ms that I know I'll
never get to see anywhere else.
My idea of 'celebrity' is the
filmm aker who di rected my
favorite fil m at the festivaf I'm
will ing to wait in the cold for
two .hours to see a hot documentary."
"The whole focusing-a n-film
idea is if you don't care about
seeing these films and supporting these film makers, w hy

dnc."me,nt,,,i,>s for her film ' Hear and
Sally Taylor during the Sundance Fi lm Festival Awards Night in Park

would you be traveling to the
mountains of Utah fo r 10 days in
January?" said Elizabeth Daly,
the Sundance Institute's director
of strategic development.
Swag al ready too k a hit
recently
when
the
IRS
announced that the pricey packages given to awards presenters,
among others, must be reported
as income. But that hasn't
stopped co~panies from offering everyth ing fro m jeans ' to
Botox treatments at this year 's

festival.
Two years ago, film publicist
Jim Dobson gave celebrities gift
bags containing up to $50,000
worth of, among other things,
tropical vacation packages , diamond jewelry and an IS-karat
go ld vibrator. He said the reason
was to keep his stars happy so
they wou ldn' t skip their interviews to go swag hunting. But
this year, "out of respect to the
festival," he stopped.
"It's just gotten out of hand,"

Dobson said.
Walker sa id Jan . 18 his
"Swagifesto" has generated
"incredib ly posit ive" feedback
so far, though some filmmake rs
said they may try to snag freebies on thei r own time.
" If you look at it from the perspective of a truly independent
fi lmmaker, free (stuff] can be
life-sustaining in some way,"
Walker admitted.

Want to get your work seen? [C]Spaces has two upcoming exhibitions for you to submit work!
Details below or at http://cspaces.colum.edu/ getinvolved/
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THE ANTI-FEMINIST AGENDA
LADI ES AGAIN ST FEMINISM PROMOTE HOMEMAKERS AND FIGHT FEMINIST IDEAL
Stary by Chrissy Mahlmelster
Graphics by Joshua Covarrubias

With fists overflowing
with Kleenex, Jennie
Chancey is known to
emerge from the kitchen
ready ~o give seven
snotty noses the attention they deserve. But
Chancey is anything but
a brainless apron-wearer;
in fact, that statement
alone makes her heated
under her modest turtleneck collar. She may
look like a typical Betty
Crocker clone, but in
actuality Chancey was
once a feminist.
When the on ly portal to the
outside world rested in a meek
cable coiled next to her feet on the
floor. this busy Alabaman mommy
found time to meet Lydia Rut~
Sherman , another woman t hat
appreciated woman hood as a
homemaker, instead of the "rad ica l" idea of t rying to conquer the
workplace.
This is, according to Chancey, a
man's job. It was then that Ladies
Against Feminism was fo rmed , and
with a few clicks of the mouse,
these women fina lly had a voice.
Ladies Against Feminism is an
organization that is trying to open
women's eyes to the "reality of
feminism. " Chancey wanted to
prove that she's not out to crush
other feminists, but wants ladies
to rethin k the idea of where
women today are headed. She
tri ed to exploit the common myths
about inequa lity between men arid
women, like how many rapes are
comm itted a year and that women
only make 70 cents to a man's
dollar. To Chancey, it doesn 't help
wom~n to embrace these myths.
Her goal with Ladies Against
Feminism is to grab women 's
attention by the bold title and let
them know that her type of
lifestyle exists.
"A lot of the goa ls that feminism has are usually not what people ascribe to femi nism, " Ch'ancey
said. "It wou ld be more related to
Communism or Marxism, and it's

right there in a lot of documents
from the '60s. I really wanted people to rethink this. Is this a good
idea? Is this taking our society in a
place we want to go? Is this a
good place for women?"
Feminists, by definition, are
women who believe in and advocate political, social and economic
equality for women regard less of
race, class, sexual orientation or
religion. Not all women are ready
to embrace the idea that they
shou ld stay quiet at home and be
helpers to their husba nds.
"We're all human beings, " sa id '
Samantha Sewell from the
Feminist Majority Foundation.
"There is no reason to think we
shou ldn't be treated as equa ls. We
are sti ll disillusioned in a lot of
ways. People think that women are
treated equal to men because they
think things have gotten a lot better, but those are also the same
people t hat th ink racism doesn't
exist and they are wrong."
Few people have seen the
opposing argument to feminism
and rea ct very st":>ngly when they
land on t he Lad ies Aga inst
Feminism webpage, whether it's a
paSSionate fem inist or a stay-athome mother who finally found her

point is, why are we trying to compete with men? We're women .
Let's do what women do and do it
with excellence."
Chancey, a self-proclaimed exChristian feminist-"I never have
identified with radical femini sts"once worked eight-tiour days in
media relations, but feels she can
accomplish almost twice as much
as a homemaker.
"If I had a job, I'd have to be
married twice: said Chancey. "I'd
be married to my husband and
helping him and practically married to my boss at work and keep
his sched ule . But I don't want to
live t hat rat race, so I never looked
back."
According to Sewell .. over 51
percent of women live alone,
have careers and aren 't married .
Being a stay-at-home mother, sh e
sa id; might not be feasible for
every woman because of financial reasons.
Anti-fem inists, like Chancey,
choose to live a lifestyle of obedience to their husbands and are
typically stay-at-home mothers who
school t heir children. Although
t hey think women and men are
equa l, t hey were also born to play
specific roles in society and stick

"I believe that God had designed

women from the beginning of time to
be created as a helper to men and they
were created to complete men and not
compete with them," -Crystal Paine

niche on the Internet. .
"I've had people say that if you
are against femin ism, you are
against women : Chancey said.
"It's not because we hate women,
it's not that we don't agree with
pOints of feminism . We want to
encourage people to think and not
just accept what's put out there .
The problem with feminism is that
it exults being fema le to t he exclusion of all other things. Women
have to do everything as well as a
man does or 10 times better or
t hey haven 't made it in life. Ou r

to what the Bible has laid out for
them without crossing into ma le
territory.
Crystal Paine, who runs a webpage called Biblical Womanhood,
also considers herself to be an antifeminist and occasionally writes articles for Ladies Against Feminism.
Paine, 25, believes that Ladies
Against Feminism is just trying to
create a beautiful picture of God's
design for women .
"I believe that God had
designed women from the beginning of time to be created as a
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helper to men and they were created
to complete men and not compete
with them," Paine said. "I believe
that from scriptures it's clear that
men are called to be the leaders, .
. providers and protectors of women
and children and that their role is to
not only be the spiritual leader of
their families, but also that they are
to be leaders in churches and in government offices. Women's role is to
be supporter and nurturer of children and home and family, and I
think God has created women to be
more of a support and help role."
However, not everyone in the
United States abides by the Bible's
rules on women. Although 83 percent of Americans label themselves
Christian, according to an ABC News
poll, a large amount of women don't
believe they should live their life
according to one book.
"We have a thing ca lled freedom of religion in this country
and they shou ldn 't legislate with

their Bible," Sewell said.
Anti-feminists, who often refer to
themselves as "modest women"
have very specific ideals on how
women should be treated or how
they treat their husbands.
Paine's husband wants her to
stay at home and watch her daughter. Her husband likes her to cook,
clean and homeschool her daughter,
all while trying to stay on top of current events and making some time
to write on her own.
A lot of anti-feminists are also
anti-abortion, and, according to
Chancey, feminists are actually
cheapening women by giving them
the availability of birth control and
abortions.
"Really, this promiscuity stuff is
killing women: Chancey said. "They
are hurting themselves because
they don't have stable relationships
with men. There is a time and place
for sexuality. You're not cheap, you're
not easy, you're not a toy to be used

and thrown away. You are a respected human being:
While women are using these
methods of birth control to be more
sexually active and adventurous,
some feel that's not necessarily
something to be ashamed of.
"Those women unfortunately are
not privy to the sexual revolution,"
Sewell said. "They must have gotten
lost somewhere. That's their choice
arid if their belief is that women
should be what they deem as pure
or wholesome, but I think many
women in the United States are sick
of the double standard. I think it's
great that a lot of women have realized that it's OK to have sex for
pleasure and not just reprodu ction."
While many feminists and working women will disagree with
Chancey's bold organization, she will
continue finding happiness, whether
it's through her multiple home businesses, her seven children or
changing diapers.
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'Welcome 10 Ihe Dromo Club'
Everclear's Art Alexakis discusses the new album, politics and his love for the Rose City
By Brent Steven 'White/ Associate Editor
As vocal ist, guitarist and lead
songwriter of the Portland, Ore.·
based band Everclear, Art
Alexakis saw his band become
the poster boys of post-grunge in
the mid and late '90s. Penning
anthems like "Santa Monica,"
" Heroin Girl" and "Father of
Mine." Everclear rode the postNirvana craze with the best of
'ern, acquiring accolades from
both critics and fans.
But things weren'l always so
easy for Alexakis. Born in west
L.A. in the early '60s, he grew up
fat herless and relativel y poor. He
succumbed to severe drug and
alcoholic addictions as a teenager. However, Alexaki s got soher
and used hi s troubled past as the
framework to craft catchy pop
numbers that connected with listeners of aU ages and interests.
He also became active in politics. He campaigned for the
Kerry/Edwards ticket and testified before Congress for child
support laws. Fo r a while.
Alexakls even had his own FM
radio show called " Blackjack
Radio" that focu sed on both
Ponland and nat iona l politics.
Despite devoting attention to
his many endea vors outside of
music- famil y, politics, fil m and
radio. among ot hers- I\lexakis,
45 . recorded a new Everclear
album, Welcome to thl! Dm nla
Club. released this past faJI.
~o", o n the road in suppon of
the new album , the always-busy
Alexakis managed to fi nd time to
speak with The Chronicle.

think Hillary is going to be formidable.
Ever consider running for
office? Maybe m ayor of
Portland?
Yeah, but l have too much of a
checkered past. There's no way.
If I ran for something, it wou ld
probably be the state legislature- something where I could
get something done . maybe a
United States congressman. A
couple years ago people were
talking about me running for
mayor of Ponland, but then I
went through a nasty-ass divorce.
Let's talk about the new
album. How do think it compares with th e older material ?
Are yo u satisfied wit h how it
turned"Out?
I love how it turned out. My
music has evolved. I grew in the
coupl e years before the record
ca me out. h 's pretty autob iographical, more so than any other
record I' ve done.

There's a so ng on the new
album ca lled " Portland Rain."
As somebody who's lived in the
city for a number of yea rs, could
you ex pl ain why Portland ers
love the city so much a nd why
there's a mystique about it?
I've li ved there for 15 years. I
th ink it's ;:1 different thing for
people who grow up there, but it
is easy to fall in love wi th . It 's a
place where it's easy to be a
freak - it's easy to let your freak
fl y. It 's liberal in a lot of ways,
The C hronicle: You're act ive in until you get outside [its boundpolitics and have campaigned aries]. Ponland is just suc h a
fo r presidential tickets. Who's weird city. It rains so much there
yo ur man---or woman--in ' 08? that there 's super-high rates of
Alexakis: I'm in the Obama drug and alcohol abuse and suicamp right now. J've read both of cide. You have to wonder why a
his books, and J th ink he 's ama:l- . person might be drawn to that.
ing. He 's definitely meant to be
the first black president. But I'm Everclear has been on both
not sure he 's ready yet. I want to major and Indle libels. Which
see how he campaigns. I want to do yo u prder and why?
see how he ho lds him self, how
I prefer a majo r label that
he ex plains, how he reacts to wants you there . When we first
other people and how he grows. J signed to Capital Record.'i , it was

great. The first four years were
great because the label really
believed in us. They had so many
super-talented people all the way
up and down the line. But when
the presidents changed and people started going away, it got a
little watered down there.
Indie labels are cool, but it's
that lack of promotional money
that really sucks.
Much of the early success of
the band can be attributed to
relentless self-promotion and
tons of touring. 00 you find it
difficult to maintain. that work
ethic now that you ' re a little
older and have more commitments?
I guess so. That 's actually a
really good question because
now that we 're back on an indie
label , we fi nd ourselves with the
necessity of.[working hard] . We
don ' t have that promotional
money. Nobody knew our new
record came out. We're out there
fight ing it out, selling records at
shows and selli ng ·ourselves one
show at a time, which is actually
exciting and fun and the way it
should be done.
T he band has gone through a
couple diffe rent lineups. OQ
yo u think this rotating shift of
band membe rs negatively or
positively impacts the creative
process?
First of all, there is no rotating
shift. [It's not] a revolving door.
These guys have been in the band
almost three and a half years.
Creatively it 's been my saving
grace, I think. J'm more t reative
than I was before, only becaus_e I
feel freer and more exc ited.
These guys can play their asses
off, and they don't have a lot of
attitude. They ' re not a lcoholics
and sex addicts a nd drug
addicts-things that cenain guys
got into before we moved on.
You 've had numerous end eavors outside of mu sic: film ,
radio , politi cs and a famil y,

From Llllt: J08/1 CrlOWiey, keyboards; 0""8 Fr8noh, gullsrl8t: Art Altxakll, V0(l8111t
1tnIllUII8fI8t; 8ret1 nyd.r, drUIT11T18r; 8m HudllOn, l)MIIIt.

Along with wriling the songs for Everclear, Art Alexakis (a!lOve) is
active in politics and radio. He lives in Portland, Ore.
What keeps you interested in
music and active in t his art
form?
Man, it's just what I do. I don 't
really have a choice. I think
when you're a creative person,
you're not necessarily that way
because you want to bc--you
just are. This is what I do. I both
love and hate it. It 's like writing.
It 's one ofthose thin gs that if you
want to do well, you have to rea l-

Iy purge yourself, dig deep. And
it's not always fun to do,
Everclear plays Chicago s
House of Blues, 329 N. lRaroorn
St., on Feb. 10. The show storts
01 7 p.m. and cosls $25 ~ in
advance and $27 at rhe door. The
band's new album. 'Welcome 10
the Drama Club.' is in stores
now.

bwhite@chroniclemail.(..OM
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Screwcupid, gel drunk

Chicago pub crawl offers sweet alternative to lame romance
By Hayley Gra h am / Editor-in-Chief

He love s me . He loves me
not? I n~stead of sittin g at home
thi s Va lentine's Day watching a
sa ppy movi e whi le eat in g
choco lates,
heart- s haped
take away the pain of failed
relation ships on th e Screw
Cupid Pub Craw l-or at
least drown the lo ne lin ess
in booze.
On Feb. 10 the i
ann ual Screw Cupid
Craw l w ill be giving a
beer-soaked tour around
Linco ln Park to five different bars fo r both singles and
couples.

" It strikes a chord with people
to j ust say ' screw it' an d go out
and have a good time with your
friends, in stead of trying to do
so meth ing
romantic
and
mus hy," said Jen Pe ll ant, di recto r of mark etin g for Bar I
Events, w hi ch is helping organize "th e event.
Pell ant said th e Screw Cupid
Pub Crawl is one of th e most
popular bar craw ls in C hicago,
and had abo ut 2,000 part ic ipant s
last year.
The tour will begin at
McGee's Tavern & Grille, 95 0
W. Webster Ave., ac8 p.m. and
transports participants on tro lleys to Wrightwood Tap, 105 9
W. Wrightwood Ave .; Durkin 's
Tavern , 8 10 W. Diversey
Parkway; Du ffy's Tavern and
Gri ll, 420 y,

W. . Diversey
Parkway
and
Redmond 's, 3358
Sheffi eld Ave., throughout
the night until 11 p.m.
The pub craw l costs $20 and
provides domesti c draft beers
and a buffet of food at eac h bar.
The crawl is unstructured, so
participants can stay at the bars
as long as they want an d hop on
a trolley that stop s by every 20
minutes.
"Typically, Valentine 's Day is
dedicated to couples, but there 's a
lot of people out there who aren't

Kimi BadgerfThe Chronicle

coup les look ing to have a good
time and have something to do,"
said Leo Connolly, general manager of McGee 's Tavern & Grille.

Con no lly
said the Screw
Cupid Pub Craw l
has maintai ned its leve l
of popu larity throughout the
years, and is distinct fro m other
pub craw ls because all of the bars
are separated by less than a mile.
The Screw Cupid Pub Craw l
attracts a crowd of most ly sing les, Pellant said, but there are
couples t~at go in order to have a
Valentine 'S Day free of the pressures to plan something romantic .
Lynn Prudin sky, 24, a Gold

Coast resident , ha s done the
Screw Cup id Pub Craw l befo re
and plan s to do it again thi s year.
She said that even thou gh she
has a boy fr iend , she would
rather drink with a big
group of her friends and
ride around in a troll ey
to ce leb rate Valentine 's
Day.
" I don ' t think that
peop le need a specia l
day to express to their
loved ones how much
th ey care for th em,"
Prudin sky sa id in an ema il. "E veryday shou ld
be like that."
Holland Mill s, 2 1, a
Lakeview reside nt, decided to
do the crawl because she's heard
great things about it. Mills sa id
she isn't anti-Valentine 's Day, but
said that si nce she doesn't have a
boyfriend it seems like a good
way to celebrate it. And eve n
thou gh she is single, Mills sa id
she wou ld do it if she wasn't.
" I think it gives people something to do so they don 't fe e l
like they are the onl y ones not
celebrating Valentine' S Day,"
Mill s sa id .
Call (773) 868-8073/or more
information about The Screw
Cupid Pub Crawl.

hgraham@chroniclemail.com

Help creat e a fa mi ly
Chicago's first and most highly respected
program is looking for the following:
$7,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages
of 20 ·29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will
evaluated, ta ke medication and undergo.a minor

procedure. Serious inquiries only.

GESTATIONAL SURROGATES
-...
- ..........-.--.... ----................-... -.............--........-...................... ·..r ..........·
M inimum compensation $20,0 00. Heatthy women between the
ages of 21-35 who have given birth to at leas! one child.

Plyfuouth~ &

ffiQll-

Locat.ed Next to the Harold \Vashington Libraryl
MOIl - }tO
ri: 6am . 1....ll· Nighl Sarul'day: 7am - l",{e

§«-aX ~ood!

Employment & Job Services
Valet Parking Attendant-Great Pay Flexible
Hours, 847-760-5080
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Sunday: h .m . En.'ning
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Breakfast Served ALL Day!
Daily Restaurant & Bar Specials!!

+ Full Bar +

Plasma TV's

* * 10% off for Staff, Faculty & Students
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Aquo Teen Morkeling Force
Boston reels from Frylock's threat of terrorism
By Jay Lindsay! AP

Top left: Peter Berdovsky, 27, is led past media into his arraignment at Charlestown District Court in Boston. Top right: Sean Stevens (left) and Berdovsky (right) celebrate
after pleading not guilty to placing a hoax device. Bottom left: From left, Tracy O'Connor, Jennifer Mason, and Jason Pa lm hold signs in support of the two men . Bottom right:
A ci rcuit boa~d with a gesturing character is part of a promotion for the TV show 'Aqua Teen Hunger Force.'

T

wo men who authorities

say

placed

electronic

. advertising devices around

Boston were released from jail
Feb. I , apparently amused with the
'publicity stunt that stirred fears of
terrorism and shut down parts of
the city.
Peter Berdovsky, 27, and Sean
Stevens, 28, were released on
$2,500 cash bond after each pleaded not , guilty to placing a hoax
device and disorderly conduct for
a device found Jan. 31 at a subway
stat ion . They waved and smiled as
they greeted people in court.
Outside, they met reporters and
television cameras and launched
into a nonsensical discussion of
hairstyles of the 1970s.
"What we really want to talk
about today- it's kind of important to some people-it's haircuts
of the 1970s," Berdovsky said.
But as he walked off, Berdovsky
gave a more serious comment.
"We need some time to really
sort things out and, you know, figure out our response to this situation in other ways than talking
about hai r," Berdovsky said. "So
if you could just give us some privacy for a little bit ... I will be tf)"ing to make sense of it all real
soon."
Officials fo und 38 blinking
electronic signs pro moting the

Cartoon Network TV show "Aqua
"The appearance of this device
Teen Hunger Force" on bridges and its location are crucial,"
and other high-profile spots across Grossman said. "This device
the .city Jan. 31, prompting the looks like a bomb."
closing of a highway and the
Some in the gallery snickered.
Outs ide
the
courthouse,
deployment of bomb squads. The
surreal series is about a talking Michael Rich, a lawyer for both of
milkshake, a box of fries and a the men, said the description of a
meatball. The network is a divi- bomb-like device could be used
sion of Turner Broadcasting for any electronic device.
"If somebody had left a VCR on
Systems Inc .
"It's clear the intent was to get the ground it would have been a
attention by causing fear and device with wires, electronic comunrest that there
was a bomb in
that
location,"
Assistant
Attorney General
John Grossman
sa id
at
their
·arraignment.
The l-foot-talI
signs, which were
-Jennifer Mason, 26
lit up at night ,
resembled a circuit board, with protruding wires ponents and a power source," he
and batteries. Most depicted a said .
boxy cartoon character giving
Boston officials we re liv id
passersby the fi nger- a more when the devices were discovobvious sight when darkness fell.
ered.
The men did not speak or enter
" It is outrageous; in a post
their own pleas, but they appeared 9/ 1 J world, tha t a co mpany
amused and smiled as the proseClI- would use thi s type of marketing
tor talked about the device found sc heme, "
Mayor
T hom as
at Sulli van Station underneat h Me nino said Jan . 31. " I am preInterstate 93, looking like it had a pared to take any and all legal
C-4 explosive.
action
against
Turn er

"

Broadcasting and its affiliates shut down a city."
Authorities vowed to hold
for any and all expenses
incurred during the response to Turner accountable for what
today's incidents."
Menino said was "corporate
Berdovsky, an artist, told The greed" that led to at least
Boston Globe he was hired by a $750,000 in police co.sts.
As soon as Turner realized the
marketing c9mpany and said he
was "kind of freaked out" by the Boston problem around 5 p.m., it
said, law enforcement officials
furor.
" I find it kind of ridiculous that were told of their locations in 10
they're making these statements . cities where it said the devices
on TV that we must not be safe had been placed for two to three
from terrorism, because they weeks: Boston; New York; Los
were up there for Angeles;
Chicago;
At lanta ;
three weeks and no Seattle; Portland, Ore.; Austin,
one noticed," he Texas; San Francisco and
sa id. " It's pretty Philadelphia.
commonsensical to
"We apologize to the citizens of
look at them and Boston that part of a marketi ng
say this is a piece campai gn was mistaken for a pubof art and installa- lic danger," said Phil Kent, chairtion."
man of Turner, a di vision of Time
Fans of the show Warner Inc.
Kent said the marketing commocked authorities
for what they called pany that placed the s igns,
Interference Inc. , was ordered to
an overreaction.
"We're the laughing stock," remove them immediately.
New York-based Interference
said Tracy O'Connor, 34.
About a dozen fans gathered had no comment. A guard in the
outside Charl estown Di stri ct building where the finn' s oflices
Court on Thursday morning with are located would not let reporters
s igns say ing " 1-3 1-07 Never inside, and no one answered the
finn 's phones Feb. I.
Forget" and "Free Peter."
Messages seeki ng add itional
"It's al most 100 easy to be a:
terrorist these days ," sai d comment from the Atlanta-based
Jennifer Mason, 26. "You stick a Cartoon Network' were left with
box on a corner, and you can seve ral pubJ icists.

It's almost too easy to
be a terrorist these days. You
stick a box on a corn er, and
you can shut down a city
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Gaspard Ulliel puts a youthful spin on Hannibal Leeter
By Chrissy Mahlmeister/ Assistant A&E Editor
Hannibal Leclcr wasn't always

such a bloodcu rdling monsler.
Frenc hma n' Gaspard U ll iel, 22 ,
plays a young Hannibal at the end
of Wo rld Wa r II in Ha nnibal
Rising, a sto ry about the creation

of one of the most unforgettable
villains in fil m history. A lo ng his
j o urney he meets the beauti ful

Lady Murasaki, played by Gong
Lit who teaches Hannibal how to
deal with the treacherous war, and
he c:an't he lp but fa ll for her mysterio us ways.
U lliel
sha red
w ith
The

Chronicle his unusual preparation
for Hannibal Rising, which hi ts
theaters Feb. 9, and how fo llowing
in Anthony Ho pkins' footsteps can
pose quite the cha llenge.

The C hronicle: What was it like
stepping into ' the role of
Hannibal Lecter?
U llie l: Well , a bi t sca ry, o f
course, coming a ft e r Antho ny
Hopkins in such an iconic ro le; it 's
no t an easy thing fo r a French
acto r like me. It w as a bit frighten·
ing. When I did the auditio n with
director Peter Webber, we worked
for two ho urs o n three different
scenes of the film , and I could see
that he would help me througho ut
the who le experience . And I was
feeling very confident w ith him .
I t can be funn y to say this, but in
just two ho urs in this character it
was very addictive, and I just want·
ed to keep going.

EDDIE

Did you uIie Anthony Hopkins as
your inspiration for your character, or did you try and make it
your own?
Well , obv ious ly I kne w th at
people were go ing to be looking
fo r si mila ri ties w ith A nth ony
H o pk ins'
per fo rmance
an d
A ntho ny Hopkins ' c harac te r, bUI
we discussed a lot o f this w ith
the direc tor, and w e ag reed to
say that thi s one is very d iffe r·
e nt. It 's a no the r slory taking
p lace in a d iffere n t time in a dif·
ferent country, a nd the character
is mu c h younger a nd hasn't
e xperienced a ll the kill ings a nd
all the pri so n yet.
I think thi s c haracter is way
mo re naive and innocen t in a
way. I was k ind of free to create
m y o wn .characte r and m y own
Hannibal Lec ter, yet I still tri ed
to pick a fe w detail s fro m
Antho n y H opkins' perfo nn ance,
espec iall y in Silence of the
Lambs, to m y own recipe to
build my own c ha rac ter.

Where did you find the hum anity in the monster that is
Hanniba l Leder?
I think I had a nice script
w he re I ha d som e s itu ati o ns
w here the character is just a reg·
ular young kid, and he's mOre
human tha n in the other fi lms.
The n I j ust try to, in some scenes,
add a mo re pe rsonal ' touc h to
make this characte r cl oser to me

MURPHY

EDDIE

in a way to th is good aspect of a
human being .
In fact , the who le fi lm builds
to thi s crescendo w here the character is s low ly d rift ing away a nd
s lowly losing his own h um anity.
So d uring the fi rst part I had to
try to slay more nonnal in a way
and mo re sympathetic and closer
to the a udi ence. But fo r me as a n
actor the most difficult part was
the second pa rt , w here the c har·
acte r is closer to the o ld Hann ibal
Lecter a nd a bi t more insane and
crazy.

What sort of process did you
put yourself through to prepare
for this part?
I watched a ll the fi lms again,
and I read the novel, Tom Harris'
nove l. T his was very he lpful
sometimes w ith a ll the in fo nnatio n in the novel. A lo t o f very diffe rent, very interesting read ings
o n real seria l killers , and I saw
some o f the ir interviews of them
talking about the ir killings and
their earlie r life and how they
started to kill. A ll of this was helpful o n bu ilding the c haracter.
Pe ter Webbe r and I we nt
thro ugh the script a lot o f times,
trad ing ideas and discussing d ifferent things, and [I had] a movement
coach for two ho urs to ta lk about
the way the character would move
and a lso [work] on breathing too.
He fma lly sent me to a medical
school in Prague to visit an autop-

MURPHY

Gaspard Ulliel pl ays Hannibal Lecter in 'Hannibal Rising' out in
theaters Feb. 9.
sy cl inic, and this was a very
extraordinary expe rience. I don't
know if it was really he lp ful to
build the character, but it was an
important thing to see because
every day th is c haracter is at medical school and this is what he is
experiencing every day.

There 's a bit of a love slory
between Hannibal and Lady
Murasaki. What was it like to
work with Gong Li?

important for the evolutio n of the
characte r and working w ith Gong
Li was great. S he was very pretty.
In rea l life she is very cheerfu l and
very fun and easy, and o n the set
she is a very generous actress. She
gives a lot to her partner during the
scene, and it is very enjoyable for
a young actor like me. She has this
kind of Asian way o f working
which is very prec ise. It 's very
serious and concentra ted all the
time, and it's very he lp fu l.

I think the relationship in the .
fil m with Lady Murasaki is very cmahlmeisrer@chrOlliclemail.conl

Wanc a piece

0' chis?

Have you
ever made a really
big mistake?

tickets
to an advance screening of

.

IIORBI,.

right here in Chicago on February 8th
drop by the offices of
the COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
at 33 E. Congress Suite 224.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
THIS FILM IS RATED Raled PG -13 for crude and $e~ual hUfTlOf. some nudiTy and language
THEATRE IS DV'ERSOOKED TO ENSURE A FUU HOUSE Passes receIVe<! through thrs promOhOh 00 not guarantee aom,ssO(ll'l ana
mUSI be surr!ndered upon demand Seatong 's 01"1 a 1.,.51 come. lirsl seNed baS.s EXCEPT FOR MEMBERS OF THE REVIEWING
PRESS No OI"Ie WlU oe aanvtle<! without a loCket or alter the s.cteenong begons A1t federal. stal e and local regvlalO(ll'lS apply A
recipoent 01 tocke1s assu~ any and all nsks related 10 use 01 tockel and accepts any res1tOClIOO'lS 'equ.re<! Dy lOCo.t!l Pl'Ov.(ler
Paramount Poctures. o..eamWot\ls. The CoIumbIJ CluQf10cie and lne.,. aH.I.a:es accept no les.ponsoOotrty Of hatlolrty OIl conneclO(ll'l WIth
any loss or accident tnCurred on coonect'OI"I WIth use 01 a prlle T'CketS cannot oe excnangea. translerred Of redeemed lor casn, OIl
whole or on pat'I . We are not responSible ,f. lor afly 'eason. wOllner IS ",,'Ole 10 use !'uslher l oC~et on whole or on pan. NOt reSPOf'lS,Oie
lor lost: detayed or m,SdlfeC1ed ernnes. No purchase necessary Part oe,patong SPQflSQrS the" employees and fam,1y memOlI's ana
their agenCies are fIO'I elog'ble. TICKETS RECEIVED THROUGH THIS PROMOTION ARE NOT FOR RESAlE.
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Reviews

!HIlt Operators
A Tribute to the Music of

Thi s compilation, which was
years in the making, features
Kraftwcrk songs covered and remixed by various artists, like
Bubblyfish. The wonderful
thing about th is is the old-school
too ls they used to help make
these electrO-lastic cracks which
include 8-bit compu ters and
Alari game consoles.
~K. Kalter

Black lab
Passion Leaves a Trace

Every lame, cmo al,bum
a lame, erno band . behind it.
Black Lab is just another case in
~ po int with ridiculous lyrics like
"Feel like Dr. Zhivago lost in
Chicago." Though the music is
good background droning fo r
study time, even the freakish
cartoon ni pples on the album
artwork can't save thi s bori ng
disc. - T Breyne

At

Jane. February Issue

DemetJ1 Martin's These
are Jokes
Comedy Central

BBC News: Day In
Plclures

you that most of the clothes are
not affordable, like the S895
Hogan purse on page 46 (a page
full of "affordab le" clothes). So
save the S2.99 it costs to buy
this misleading magazine and
put it in the spring wardrobe
fund.
- H. Graham

This Yale University graduate
abandoned his full scho larship
to New York University law
school to pursue comedy. So,
he has to be good. Or crazy.
Regardless, here 's a sample:
" I think the worst time to have
a heart attack is during a game
of charades. Especially if your
teammates are bad guessers.. "

- 8. Palmer

you're searching for some
amazing photographs to alleviate your visual hunger, check
out the BB C News' Day in
Pictures. A few beautiful, captivating and emotional images of
people, animal s and events arc
highlighted each day. Also take
a peek at the In Pi ctures section.
Find them at news.bbc .co. uk.
- A. Maurer

VIce Magazine: The Girts

Issue

Monster House

nominated for an Oscar. The
theme of a house that comes
a! ive with the angry spirit of a
freak show circus woman doesn' t strike me as family frie ndly.
Yet, this animated fi lm splashes
a rainbow of good morals in an
ending that takes far too long to
get to. - M. Kroeck

There's nothi ng better than a
well-constructed sentence that
uses the same word eight times.
Because the word "buffalo" fun·
tions as a place, an imal and verb
(to confuse or intimidate) this
sentence exists. Also, the plural
form of buffalo is buffah
Translation : Bison from Buffalo,
NY, who are intimidated by other
8uffalo buffalo Buffalo bison in the area also intimidate
buffalo buffalo buffalo other bison in the area.

Buffalo buffalo.

Taking a closer look af Chicago's local bands
Hollywood Holt, a goofy. self· proclai med "nerdy" 24·

The C hronicle: Jlow would you dellcribe yo ur mUlIle'!
Holt : Funny. My mus ic is not deep; it's just me talking
a bunch of crap over ni ce music .

Jlow did you gtt the name Hollywood Holt'!
When I WaH youngcr, every Ki ngle guy with the nkk name '" follywooo" in front of Iheir name waH abso lutc·
Iy c razy or cool. There would be a bunch uf hard dudes
and then there wuuld be one dude wit h the mune
" Hollywuod Something" and he wou ld beat Ihe crnp out
of cmybf.Jdy. I Ie waH Hmall , but he waH nul l'. My beNl
friend and producer Manu Ha id that it fit me well 'culiHe
uf huw J tap and my Hhuw. " rn very OaHhy. like

11"lIywo"d .

flow did yuu ,tart npIJi flSl"
, grew up watching "Yo! MTV ILlp"," "l<apCi ly" lind
The
" he Bo" waN bk e, If Y41U dldn ', hllve cable, il
waf ylllH MTV, It Wtul II chaflllel un regulHr TV 111111
w(7uld play lTIu" ic videH.II, lind YllU would dud III II /Hunber Imd you'd be willli"K J'ur yuur Video JiJr Ilk" IllIee
d~y8 , It wa.ll uwt.llurnc, J j U1I1 like wUlchlng bUill"", 1.IIIt! I
JU.III Ihf1llghl JI Wil.ll (;(Ivl, lUI , wuu ld 1'1llclll.:0 il 1111 the

iJ"",

IIInt.

W hat Inspires you as an artist?
Money! No, I'mjusl kidding. I li ke making songs that

I like. There's a bunch of crap that I don't li ke, so I:m
goi ng to make someth ing that I like. So if people like it,
sweet.

Wh at makes yo u different from other rappers?
I think I'm the tirst IIctunl TI1p nerd . 1 don 't try to be
coo l, and I know I' m not cool, und 1 fUp llbou t thut. I
don't think I'm :1 loser, but I don ' tlhink I'm 1\ cool guy.
There 's it lot of rappers out there : the gangs ter TIIppers
and the s up e r~i nlclligent , knowledgcllblc TIIppers, I'm
neit her uf those . I tun II nerd thot j us t mps ubout TII ndOIll
sturf. Like. I rnp ubout my mo· ped gnng. I rnp "bout stupid clothes. I rap abollt break dllncing . I just TIIp. Just
whatever is on my mind I TIIp about.

What chle do you do he. Ides uHlke mudc "
I hove II !no-ped gl1ng, nol is scooler gUllg- tI mo-ped
gung. II 'M culled Murder 'Iub . We ri de 011 lIlo-l'clis li nd
beut people up . [luuyh'l I rcu ll y like " 'tt UUN: I" vc Hot u lot
ur IhIlKC. I brenk dlilice competitively. hut I lIun't MO 10
l'urlicMlind brenk dunce for c h ick~ , I only hultle ot hor
hrcukcrll , I IIu II lUI ul' ''hit .
IlolJywolld 110/1 will ,,~ lIPPV"I""H f«Jb. 8 (If IIId I')mk),
IlIUM"" I .OIII/Hl', 7]8 H-: OnmcJ 11\1'1. Ilclml,)wlo" J.\"!Il1f1jin",
1,1/ III It! 10 p,m. (/1/(1 $lIJ (U" l1' /() IMII. 11J,/lml ulll IIU)f'11
"boul l/ully wotJtI I/O/I, V/,fit wwW. t.jy3fJtII ·tt. ~m.. llwlte
Ww.'t/(Ihulfywum/.

- ('. MuMme/,rl,l!'

like

borhood cookout. At points

jazz, hip-hop and reggae. The

Uly Allen
Alright, Still

Fag School #2

The Offlce, Season 3

singles "Smile" and "Knock
'Em Out" seem 'to be what
keeps my CD player on
repeat. - P Algrim

Created by Bront~z, who better
known as gay man #2 from the
rocki ng raun~hy band Gravy
Train, Fag Schoo l delivers plenty
of laughs with reviews of onenight stands. While full of typos,
the nude photo shoots of scruffy
tattooed guys totally gives this
zinc three stars and two boners for
good merit. - H. Clauss

I feel like I'm the only onc getting sick of watching Jim and
Pam 's awkward conversations at
the' vending machine. The beauty of the second season-and
the whole UK series-was its
ability to transcend stupid telev ision drama and appeal to our
mundane lives, but recently I've
been losing interest.

- 5. Yaccino

coming in this week and they are
bringing out my inner political
nerd. On Jan. 31, many of us .
hired geeks could be seen salivating over thousands of electron ic files that contain the ,~
secrets to this year's municipal
election. - J. H. Ewert Jr.
.

Aldermanic Campaign
Disclo~ures

- D. Nelson

Premium Blend
year-old rapper born with the name Nigel Holt, has been
bringing his South Si de charm to the North Side fo r the
past five yean. With a clothing line, a mo-ped gang and
break dancing skills, this light.heartcd half-Puerto Rican,
half· black rapper is quite the crowd pleaser.

songs,

you can hear Lily Allen's
influences of Beatles rock,

NBC

Directed by Gil Kenan

of

summer nights and a neigh-

Kraftwerk

Even though the cover looks
like a cheesy American' Apparel
photo shoot with prude models,
I still deem this issue one of the
best becau se, uh, it's about me.
Whenever 1 fee l down in the
dumps, Vice has stories of girls
wi th way worse lives than me,
so then I don't feel so sad anymore. Thanks, Vice!
-CO Mahlmeister

the brass instrument

backings

"LDN," can remind you of hot

Hollywood Holt

,,
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Crossword

TO THE NINES

ACROSS
1 Fewer
5 Island near
Corsica
9 Deep sleeps
14 _ Royale, MI
15 Bambi, for one
16 One of the
Astaires
17 Onion covering
18 Gathering of

Alexandria Clayton, an
I S-year-old film and video
major, was enjoying the great
indoors when we spotted
her at the Wabash Campus,
623 S. Wabash Ave.

guys
19 Stop
20 Shy

I

22 Busy highway
business
24 Western or
Oenver
concoction
26 Pass out cards
27 Rhinoplasty
29 Radio stalion
employee
34 Shiatsu
37 Circle segments
41 Sing like Bing
42 Puis on years
43 Myocardial
infarction
46 Waterborne
47 MGhostblJStersn
di rector
52 Clobber
55 Nod off
56 Maine river
61 Toy soldier
62 Legal defense
63 Going by yacht
65 Animal fat
66 Tippy vessel
67 Borscht
ingredient
68 Unifonn
69 Genuflection
joints
70 Rational
71 Trial by fire

1ME

Clayton was wearing torn
blue jeans, black shoes and a
black cap with a skull and

crossbones in silver studs.

215/07

10 2001 Trllxme MecHe Servle.., lnc .
AU right. ,..served.

8 Bicke r

9 Shrill c ries
10 Keats
specialties
11 Pithy part
12 As well
13 Ooze
21 _ vu
23 Rhythms
25 Keyboard
compositions
28 Actor Lancaster
30 ISS partner
3 1 Small pitcher
32 Metric measure
33 Affirmative
answer
DOWN
35 Flower holder
1 Heavyweight
36 Leo's bellow
Sonny
37 I figured it out!
2 _ Pie (frozen
38 Ump's relative
treal)
39 Infielder Ripken
3 Covers in goo
40 No·seats·
4 Of old age
available letters
5 News chiefs, tor 44 Some cats
short
45 Stephen of
6 Riga resident
spine·chillers
7 Stubble
48 Ba throom fix ture

Solutions
1 S 3 1
N 3 " 3
a " v1

3 N V S
1 3 3 •
V 3 S V

3 "

n

vr

V

, V
1 V 01
V 3 H
1 "
0 " 0
o" V
d n o v
• 0 r 3 SON
a 1 3 1 3 Vi 0
a , Vi , 1
" 1
1
V
3 ,' S ,
3 a
•3 1 3 S S 3 1

:) 'If .1 .1 'If

N O

3 "

3 3 a
1 V 3
dOL S
on
3 S V 3 0
"
3 1 3 a v
"
v
S v "' 00
A

.

, ,

••

s
r't
ss s
•
sr '• s
•

"

For accessories she goes to
C laire's, T he Alley or THe
Silver District. She said she
just dresses to match the way
she feels.
" I was kinda feeling sloppy;'
said C layton. " I had math
today, and I don't really like it.
So I wore a hoodie. Usually I
wear a Columbia hoodie."
She mixed it up to show
her Chicago pride and sported a Bears hoodie instead.
"If they win,I' " be the happiest little girl in the world,"
Clayton said.

S 3 3 N •
3 O N V 0
1 V
.1 0 :) S
ON 3 d

30 r ·1 9
3 ZOO N
N 'If Vol .1 1 3 "
S 3

" It's really, really cold outside," Clayton said. "Wear
thick socks. Don't wear cloth
shoes, and wear hoodies.
That's how I stay warm."
Clayton said she likes to
shop anywhere prices are
good and the clothes fit well.

49 California desert 56 Load luggage
50 Istands in the
57 Zest ·
Allantlc
58 Five after four
51 Can skip
59 Clarinet relative
53 Wound su rfaces 60 Soon·to·be
54 Book after
ad ult

Daniel

Mauricio Rubio/ The Chronicle

64 Grabbed a bite

Level: OJD I]][])
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Aquarius (Jan . 2 1- Feb. 19):
You may occasionally be awe·
some th is week.

1

,

1

2i

.

S
S
---r--.'---' .---;-- -----~--- .-----.
-r~- -~ ----r -+-

1

3

1

6 5
Complete the grid
so each row,
column and 3-by-3
box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

L--J~~~-L~~~J-

__L-~~-J__-J

Sudoku on Mobile.
Enter 783658.com
In your mobile
Web browser,
Get 8 free game!
~~~~~
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Pisces (Feb. 2()-March 20):
On ly time will heal the vo id
you' ve fe lt inside ever s ince the
cancellation of "Arrested
Deve lopment."

Aries (March 2 1- ApriI 20): A
phantom saxophone fo llows you
( ; th is week, bombarding your vir·
g in ears 10 the seductive'sound
of smooth jazz. However, the
potential of becoming lost in its
sweet melodies lurks around the
comer.

O
tD
I

~
••

Taurus (April 2 1- May 2 1):
Not everything found in a thrift
store looks good on you.
Gemini (May 22- June 21):
Your death may be agoni zing,
but your rema in s shall be di s·
covered centuries from now in a
world ru led by heartbroken
robots. They ' ll assemb le your
skeleton and di splay it in their
museum of hum an rema ins, but
th ey' ll fa il to understand you
just like everyone e lse you kn ew
while a live.
Cancer (June 22- July 23):
Install ing a two-way mirror in
the bathroom wasn't as great of
an idea as you thought it would

be.

~

Leo (July 24- Aug. 23): Despite
the rec urring theme of multiple
wives, the Bible wasn't meant to
be read as a manual on picking up
women.

Virgo (A ug. 24- Sepl. 23): Don ' ,
, kiss it. Whatever you do. don't
~
ki ss it.

(D

e
e

Libra (Sepl. 24-Ocl. 23): YOLI
wi ll become severely ill and on ly
be. ~b le to speak through the lyrics
of Guns N' Roses songs . As they
say, " Live and let die, sweet child '
of mine."
Scorpio (OCI. 24-Nov. 22): You
will discover that rat poison goes
down surprisingly smooth . It 's just
the aftertaste that bothers you .

Sag ittarius (Nov. 23- Dcc. 21):
Thi s week will provide many
insightful clues as to why YOll ' ve
been waking up wearing 311 unfamili ar pearl necklace and a pair of
velvet gloves.

•

@
•

Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan . 20):
Telling your employer that your
career goa l is to become Conan
the Barbarian by weari ng furry
underwear and wie lding a fourfoot sword around the office will
most like ly get you ti red .

I
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Still lagging behind
Safety concerns
still exist for
Chicago nightclubs
By Michael Term/AP

Within a few days ' time in
February 2003, two deadly nightclub disasters in the United States
had officials scrambl ing to step
up safety measures across the
country.
Four years later, many cities
and slates have made chan ges,
from requiring sprinklers to having clearly-lit exits. But experts
worry that some haven 't gone far
enough to prevent a repeat
~gedy.

" It 's an inconsistent report card

across the country," said Paul
Wertheimer.. a los Angeles-based
crowd safety expert who
researc hed the fatal.2003 nightclub stampede in Chicago and the
dead ly fire at a Rhode Island club
which occurred three days later.
"There's no comprehensive
approach to how to approach
crowd safety," Wertheimer said.
Even though fire department
spot inspec tions have risen in
Chicago, for example, there are
still fewer than a dozen building
department inspectors doing
annual safety checks in a city of 3
million .
Just last month , Chicago's Ice
Bar was in the news after a friend
of a Chicago Bears player was
shot to death inside. Wertheimer
said the gunfire easily could have

Canidates:
Aldermen
speak out about
accessibilty
COnlinued from FrOnl Page
respond to growing problems in
tran sportation.
All of the candidates said
there was a need for the alderman to be easily reached by the
people.
" Accessibi lit y is something
we all want of our government ,"
Doody said. " And when we get
that access to government , we

triggered another stampede like
the one on Feb. 17, 2003 at the
now-closed E2 nightclub that left
21 dead .
" I don't think the lessons were
learned to prevent another E2,
despite some good efforts," he
said.
Rhode Island's response si nce
its Feb. 20, 2003 firc has been
more reassuring , Wcrtheimer
sai d. N ightclub staff there must
now undergo safety training,
which is not a requirement in
Illinois. Many nightclubs have
been required to install sprinklers
and make other safety upgrades.
"Rhode Island made substantial changes right away, and so
did Massachusens," where many
of the victims of The Station
nightclub fire lived, said Robert
Solomon of the National Fire
Protection Association ..
The Quincy, Mass.-based association, which has influenced
sa fety codes througho ut the
countiy sinc~ 1896, convened an
emerge ncy pane l immediately
after the E2 and Rhode Island
tragedies to update its safety code
recommendations.
Among the suggestions was
that all nightclubs have at least
one trained crowd-contro l manager on site and th at a ll new
nightclubs and older clubs with
capacities large r than 100 be
required to install sprinklers.
So lomon said he expects the 38
states that rely on his organization to update their sa fety codes
wi ll eventually ~dopt most of the

changes.
At E2, a security guard used
pepper spray to break up a fight
in the second-floor club, sending
several hundred patrons bolting
for a narrow stairway and the
lone exit door be low. In the
chaos, the door became jammed
shut by a mass of bodies pi led 6
reet high.
The Station fire in West
Warwick , R.I. , killed 100 after a
pyrotechni cs show by the rock
band Great White ignited foam
used as soundproofing. Three
men entered pleas last year, one
received probation and the other
two got four years each in prison.
Three men con nected to E2 are
curr.ently on trial in Chicago for
invo luntary manslaughter.
Ch icago officials say E2
prompted significant changes in
the city.
"Not a day goes by where we
don't think of the E2 disaster and
try to prevent that from happening," said Scan Bruner, head of
Chi cago's
Department
of
Bus iness Affairs and Licensing.
Brune r said clubs are now
required to disp lay well-lit diagrams showing patrons ex it
rou tes. Some E2 survivors said
they couldn't find alternative
exits.
An Illinoi s law adopted months
after the E2 deaths also made it a
felon y to use pepper spray or
Mace in nightclubs, to set ofT
pyrotechnics indoors or to block
anyone from leaving a nig htclub
during an emergency. Violators

want to be sure we're getting the
answers that are th e ri ght
an swers - not what we want 10
hear or nothing ."
Town hall and ward meetings
were al so mentioned as a big part
of being accessible to the people.
" We plan to have a ward night,
once a week , every week,"
Askew said . 'That is a way that
people can predict at a minimum ,
where their a ld erman is going to
be on a certain day or time ."
The candidates all agreed no t
to hire family members after
elected.
On the issue of transportation ,
Askew sa id the ward needs 10 fix
the current problem s.
"We need to do better with
what we have ," Askew sa id . "We
have the technology to track

why can't we use the technology to track the buses to get
us on schedu le?"
When it came to the skateboarding ban in the business
district , candidates see med
divided on how 10 respond to the
question of whether the ban
should be amended . Most said
th ey were unsure of what the
ban said, but expressed a desire
to work with what people wanted . Askew said students should
have a voice .
" Just because it 's there in ordinance code doesn ' t mean it has
10 stay there ," Askew sa id .
The candidates were a lso
divided on how to spend the
S 1.32 million, a lso known as
"menu money," the alderme n
werc a ll otted to spend on the

Valentines for Vets

Lilronald Bright holds a picture of his sister, Latorya McGraw,
who was one of 21 people killed in a stampede of people fleeing the now-defunct E2 nightclub, an establishment on South
Michigan Avenue.

face up to three years in prison.
In add ition, about 9~ Chicago
fire department inspectors conduct unannounced inspections to
see if clubs are exceedi ng capacity lim its and that ex its aren 't
blocked or locked . Some of the
inspection s ·a re o n weekend
nights. Before E2, late weekend
in spection s were rare .
Fire department inspectors
conducted
2,477
weekend
inspections in 2005, compared to
1,085 in 2003, department
spokesman Larry Langford said.
Inspectors now go to all 1,000
designated entertainment venues
each year, bui ldings department

Kenny Johnson fields Questions at a Columbia -s ponsored community forum on Jan. 29 at the Hokin Annex, in the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.

ward . Jo hnson and Davis said
they did nQt know yet and would
wait to see what the people of the
ward wanted, while Doody anct
Fior:etti mentioned adding speed
bumps, fixing traOic lights and
cleaning up trnffic issues .
" If I cnn do so mething to
Ilwkc n difference for n Ii fesafe t) iss ue wi th thut mcnu
money: thill'S what I Wlln1 10
foct1 s on," Doody snid.
III Ih~ second l'Uund. qu(,stions
frum thc lludiclll'C \\ crc written
duwn on pin!... nutc cnrds. rllld
hund ed HI Ihe panl!l, who would
Ihcllll S ~ Ihe qlll'Slioll . Agn!n. ~nn ·
didnlcs luul90 S\'CU1Hls hll\nsw!.'r.
( ' ll1uhdnl\'S \\'..,,'\' q\l\' :Hltl1l~d (Ill
bl ~ h\l:(

husi ness

WIl"" ..·S.

sdu){)1

1111 PI'IW(' I1l Clll , lillid h!l1l ~, 1'1 111(1..'111
'1\11,,1' npl1lhy, Il"IIllk CIltlf\'I'l1 'i nlHI
Ilw (il .I' r 1.:l lllll111111 1l y ,
I'hc ctl11(lIdalcS nt\I\'\'d l}11 supJl011 11l)l the bl ~ hux III'dilHlIICI.' to
II1I1~l\ 1I11'~u

rutulhll'S pn $ 10 un

h,'"r, plll~ $ \ In b.nell!>.
" If w",'r", ~ul ll ~ tu b~ l.' ump~ll ..

l

t

(.(11

fI ;., (J III IIII H,ll lt fJt; ' Qf'Ht)n(, o to !t It) C tll (;n ~ (J IJ OtH A (lurin g 01)10 91)

(Juntol

Of" ," ~lt '(J'Jf (AIII,I)"!'} ,Ju l/lie ~()H)(J l q slllfhmtr. wi ll) prUPlHfHl VUI UlIlIl1 o's (Joy
(, arrl~

" Ir " 'Jlr,rnr, t; Uti Jnn 3 0 ,

spokesman Pete Scales said.
Before E2, he added, they didn 't
get to them all.
Sti ll , even officials involved in
reassessing safety say there's no
guarantee a similar di saster
couldn't qappen again.
" Can you change human
nature? No," said Aldennan
Bernard Stone, chainnan of the
buildings c!)mmittee in Chicago.
" Can you stop a pan ic from
occurring? No. And if you can ' t
stop a panic from occurring, you
can't g uarantee someth ing like
E2 won't occur again ."

I I\ltl

ill um :; ud~t

hI

pl1y

hc ~ , ,,~ ~

I.'tllI1l'''tlll\l''

n

'-1\1

\Yi\~C!S,"

Flul\'ul lll1hl,
J\lhmlllll ttnhl he itlnnH_
1 pu It
hl~ t'mJlluy oc~ "huv" minimum

wage.
" I don't believe that people
shou ld have to work fuJI-time
jobs and then go a nd work
another full-time job just to
m.ake ends meet ," John son said.
"Every body sholiid ha e a
chance to tAke care of th eir family and make a living wage ."
In response to n question about
how the concents of the GLD r
community wdUld be nddrl!Ss\.-d,
the cAndidates express l'd th(,
need to p~v~nt di~cri11l i 1Huion
wilhin the \\l.ud,
" We nc~d to muke S UI'\' Ihl'
stlltulcS
provisions for 1.' 1\ il
unhlns or o ther bcncfits fhl' lhl's\'
in Ihl.'
d OT l.'O tllllHlIl l t\ ,"
,, ~.,.cw ~uid .
'
AI Ihl' end (\1' Ih \' f\\I'um. lh~'
\.'I,,\(lidul~'S \\ Nt' utl-ni n tJ, h \'11
Ihl'ee lII inull's In I\HI"'(' It l' I~\sil\tt

Ill""'\,

stl1tl'1ll \'llt

1"1(\I'\'lIi \'l1Il'hflsi/e\1 Ilsh.'lIin~
pt'\.'pl~ Im\ e h) , ~ ,
" Th", p\1\'111,' wnnt n \\\kl',"

w wlmt

FIO"'tti ~"I,I. " I IV III t<l ~,,<
th em 1\ Y\lkt ftt thl' h'hl \\ hl'~

docLhm

~'"
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Donations:
Experts discuss
the risks
Continued Fom Back Page
to drink. smoke. or usc drugsincluding birth control - unkss
approved by their physicians.
Add it ion a ll y, th ey are not
allowed to get tattoos o r p ie rc-

ings, donate blood, get vacc ination s

or

trave l o ut s ide

the

Un ited States.
Wom e n are o n ly a ll owed six

donati ons, acco rdin g to the
ASRM . Th is is to lower the possibi lities o f her genetic offsp ring
meeti ng and starting their own
fam il ies, M c Lau g h lin said, a s
well as limiting the donor 's ex posure to the medi catio ns.
Because egg donati on is a fa irly new procedure, M c Laughli n
said it was not cl ear i f the hor-

mones could cause cancer.

T he Process
At most clinics, th e fi rst step
is to fill out a q uestionna ire that
incl udes co ntac t info rmatio n,
reasons fo r wanti ng to dona te
a nd med ical history o f the donor
and her fa mil y.
Pote ntial donors mu st ta ke psycho logical eva luati ons, such as
th e
Minn esota
Mu ltiph asic
Personality Inventory, which is a
personali ty test of nearl y 600
questi on s that identifies soc ia l,
behavioral and person al issues.
T hese tests ra rely mi ss serious
mental conditi ons, sai d Mary
Elle n Mc Lau ghlin , R.N. at
Al ternative
Reproductive
Resources, an agency that prescreens donors a nd con nects
the m to interested recipi ents,
uWe've interv iewed p eople
who have sounded great ,"
M c Laughlin
said . "T hey' re
charm ing, intell igent ... And the
~t_ comes back, and it rums out

donation.
they' re a sociopath ."
Oncc both th e donor and rccipFin ally, the donor ha's to go to
th e egg recip ient's physician who ient a re ready, typi ca ll y about two
wi ll do a comp lete med ical eval- weeks a fte r the second drug is
uation and test ror sexua ll y trans- admin istered. th e donor is given a
mitted di seases. Ir the dono r third shot 34 to 36 hou rs berore
passes the screen ing process, she ex traction to mature the eggs so
will be expected to go to th e clin - they are ready to be inseminated.
Egg retrie val olien takes k ss
ic ror ultra sou nds and maintain a
sched ul ed regimen or ..el r-inject- than 20 minute s, McLaughl in
sa id . The eggs are harvested rrom
ed drugs.
The first drug takes control or the ova ry through transvagi nal
the ova ries and prcvc nts ovula- ultrasound aspiration, a process
tion from occurring. Both the in whic h a n ultra so und probe
donor and recipient are put on with an attached needle is guided
thi s drug un til their mcnstrua l th ro ugh th e ovary. The needle
cycles are in sync. T he cycles suck s out the eggs, whic h a rc
must be matched up so that the the n taken to a laboratory to be
egg is mature at the sa me time the evaluated and insem inated.
Thc donor can go home, but is
recipi ent 's body is ready to be
advised to relax fo r at least the
pregn ant.
T he donor then beg ins inj cc t- rest or that day. Becausc it is a
in g the second drug. whi ch stim- surg ica l proccdure. donors are a t
ul ates growt h o r the eggs. risk ror infect ion, bleeding a nd
Because the ovar ies are con- lacerations, as well as ovarian
tro ll ed, a higher number or eggs tra uma and in rert ility.
Angie sa id her donation wasn ' t
are produced.
"[T he ova ries] grow rrom the painrul , tho ugh ma ny dono rs
size o r an almond to that or a have reported cx pe rie ncing pa in
afterward,
I e m 0 n • "
"If y ou don 'l wanllo do
" I've
had
M c L a u g hlin
sai d. " It can be iI, don 'l slarl. Th e higger donors that have
in co n ve n ie n t issue is, once selected, YOIi been out play ing
and uncom fort- are flh e recipienl 'sf hopes wit h the ir kid s
that aft ern oon,"
able at times ."
and dreams."
Mc La ughlin sa id .
In
some
"Othe rs reported
the
cases,
do nor
may
- Mary Ellen McLa ughlin. staying in bed ror
the next few days.
e xpc ri ence
R.N. al Alte rn a tive
It r,-,ally depcnd s
ovarian hyperReproductive Resources
on the donor."
st i m u l a t i o n
One or the bi ggl!st ris ks or egg
syndrome, in which the ovaries
become too c nlarged, somet imes donation is the hi gh c hance o r
to thc s ize or graperruit s. The pregnancy as the body is producovarie s may rupture, which ing more eggs than nonnal. Two
would require hospitali zation. Ir to rour weeks after the procedure,
there is any risk ror blood clots, dono rs arl.! advisl.!d not to ha ve
kid ney da ma ge or strokc the s~x, as thl.! risks or becomin g
do nor is ta kcn o rr th c drugs pregnant w ith twin s or triplets is
muc h hi gher than normal.
immediately.
Ova rian hypcrst im ula lion synT he honnones arc also a ri sk to
drome affec ts between I and 10 the donor.
The FDA ha s 6,000 complaints
pe rcent of donors, according to
the Egg Donati on In rorma tio n about Lu pron Depot, a co mmon
Project, an inde pe ndc nt group med ication ro r co ntrolling ovul abased on pro vid ing acc ura te, tion, as we ll as 25 re po rted
dea th s, said med ica l socio logis t
u~bi ase d info rm a ti on o n egg

DETER ' DETECT 'DEFEND

AVOID
www.ftc.gov/idtheft

US. POSlAL INSPECTI ON SERVICE
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Jami e Co ahran a nd her husband. Eric. at the ir home in Co lorado
Springs. Colo. Jamie made $15,000 selling her eggs.
Dianne Beeson in a testimony at also a maj or motiva ting ractor for
a Marc h 7, 2006 Congressional' many women .
" [ have heard or a donor
Hea ring.
McLaughlin sa id the s id e receiv ing $40.000- a Harvard
errec ts or the hormones mos t tlll.!dical studen t," Caballero sa id .
" It was her th ird time donating,
commonly rcsembll! PMS
"You're go ing to go down l.l both time s before rc ~ ulted in
hormonal
roller
coaster," I\vins. [Shl.! had a] 1500 SAT. 36
ACT. She was prc-ml.!d at a \ l!ry
McLaughlin said.
good sc hool. athletic, fit. blonde.
Legal Consideratio ns
bluc-I.!yed, ~ haTV as:l tack ."
Although Ih e mon ey is thl.:
Legal con sultat ions, in which a
lawyer will explain the ri ghts and mai n rl.!a:-.on most women co nSid laws be hind ~gg donation, a rc er donating, McLaugh lin Sl.lId illS
often a part o r the donor process. not a good incentive.
"This is not a quick b\lck,"
Do nors do not ha ve a legal right
Mc La ughl in said. "What you ' re
to the eggs alier th ey arc extracted. The rl.!c ipiell t pa re nts may going through must be al trui stic
dcci de to rTeeze remaining eggs as wel 1."
fo r late r use or dis pose of the rest.
Block sa id th e money is really
"W hen YO li donate your eggs, he lpfu l for the donors and is not
you arc dee med not the na tura l indicative or thc main reason to
lega l parent:' Caba ll ero said . " I donate.
want to make sure (the dono rs ]
" We as k do no rs w hy th ey
unde rstand tha t. "
wa nt to do it , a nd most o r the m
In most cases, egg donation is say th a t th e money would he lp .
anonymous, whi ch mea ns the And th ey want to help so meo ne
donor a nd rec ip ie nts never meet. e lse," Block sa id . " The m oney
Thi s is to protect the pri vacy or helps ror sc hool. it helps pay orr
both parties.
st ude nt loa ns, he lps w ith the ir
"Twice, recipi ents have wa nt- ram ily. So it's no t like they' re
ed to meet the donor, but usual- do ing it to pay o rr c red it ca rd
ly they do not." Bloc k sa id .
de bt ; they' re do ing it to be tter
themsl.!lves."
So .. . Should I Do II?
Angie, who is cu rre nt ly donat " Ir you don' t wa nt to do it, in g ro r th e sl.!cond time, said s he
don' t sta rt. The biggc r iss ue is, d id n' t regret do nating he r eggs.
o ncc se lec ted, yo u arc [the However, s he also sa id it 's
importan t to know wha t you're
rec ipi en t'sJ hopes a nd drea ms,"
Mc La ughlin said .
ge tt ing into berore you donate .
"You can mess somebody
Ang ie sa id egg do nation is
so me thin g that the donor mu st el se's cycle up by not ta king the
go into 100 perce nt.
med ications at the right time or
" I don 't like takin g th e s hots no t show ing up," A ngie said.
sometimes . It get s o ld, but oth..:!' "You have to be rea ll y rel iab le.
than that. it's something YO ll Ta lk to someone who's done it.
bave to do ," Angie said. "YOli YOll can read all yOll want to react.
have to thi nk it' ll be over soon . but unti l YO ll t,llk to sOI1lL'bod y,
It 's no t that b ig a deal. It YOll can 't be sllre it 's what you
req uires a lot of co mm itme nt .
wa nt to do ."
You have to have a job that's
dlleis()lI(a clmm ic/cmait.('(UI/
Oex ib lc a nd w ill ing to work
with you,"
The compe nsation money is

4O
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Theaters:

With the downtown theaters showing
mo.t of the bigger sbows like "Wicked,"
Daniel 'OiLuciano, operations manger of
the ApoUo Theater, 2540 N . Lincoln Ave.,

Experts W()rry
smaller theaters
will suffer

said the only

Continued/rom Front Page
results of the study. the city might be more
prone to look at the booming downtown
theatre district and say. "Let's invest here,"
leaving smaller theaters with no benefit.
"One hundred percent of my audiences
hasn' t heard of the survey," Manton said.
According to the study, 42 percent of
Broadway in Chicago's audience travel

from

out

of

........ ~I .... _ ...... ) .... _ . - .

state.

Manton said his show has a healthy tourist
base, because it is a comedy about a family vacation. He said he has not seen any
correlation between the number of those

impa~t

it may have to the

Apollo is possibly limiting the product
available to its audience.
Broadway in Chicago theatergoers
occupy more than 500,000 rooms at local
hotels while in town to see shows. That's Ii
number larger than the city's top 10 conventions combined, the study said.
''They' ll go see the Broadway show,
then maybe one at Second City or at a
storefront theatre," Quade said.
Broadway in Chicago plans to bring
more large productions like "Oprah
Winfrey presents: The Color Purple" and
" Jersey Boys"later in the year.
"People are going to see shows while
they're here," Quade said. " You just have
to hope you marketed enough to your target audience."

coming to the larger productions down-

town to his.

chronicle@Colum.edu

ant to

no
ou

... Gallerv iob opoortunities? .
We 're currentTy Fiiring an Exhibition Preparator Assistant

...Artist residencies?
We're currently seeking students to assist visiting artist, Liz
Nofziger for the upcoming exhibition, CORE.
11m HurWThe Chronicle
The Royal George Theatre located at 1641 N. Halsted Sl. will be showing plays like
'Leaving Iowa,' and 'Put the Nuns In Charge!'

Runoff:
Low tum-out could
be cause for concern
Continued from Back Page
In the 2003 election, roughly 34 percen'
of registered voters went out to the polls on
Election Day. Only 28 percent of voters
residing in the wards that ended in runoffs
voted that day; this dropped to 25 percent
in April.
One solution to the voter decrease in
April might be eliminating the runoff eJection a ltogether. Instant runo ff voting, or
fRV, allows voters 10 ral'lk their choices on
a ballot and essentially e liminate the need
for runo ff elections, according to Ryan
Griffin, director o f fRV Ame rica at the
Center for Voting and Democ racy.
"Essentially, it 's like (voters} are casting
their choice for the first election and then
their subsequent rankinS" are son o f their
runo ff choices-but they' re casting them
just at the same time," G riffin said.
lbe system work.... by counting all the
first ranking! made by voters and c hecking
to sec if any candidate has received a
maJonty- in whic h case they would win
automatica lly, Grimn said . If thcre isn't a
majority, then the ca nd idate who rece ives
the fewest first-choice vote" is eliminated,
and any voter who ranked that candidate
hlghe,.:! will have the ir second c hoice
becomc their first ' nle finn -c hoice vote8
arc then recounted to M:e if a majority W38
reached by any eanOldOltc , he Milld . The
e limination and recount prOCCMIJ cont inues
unlll" m,W1fily 1M reached,
" 'n" te",,1 of Il1IvillK two lower-turnout
elcclI01»l you JUMI ha ve one e leclion w llh
u"ually IIi¥,hcr turnout jUill betU U.IK; there',.:
<me and ,,"au~ volc", ucluli lly hnve more
ctJ(JICC," G nffin A/tid, '"' l1lcy' rc "ble 10
c-"ptell' thc lr preference" ocllc r becn u.KC
Ihey Cim mnk iltrumg 1111 tllC cfllldilJalc","
'rhe rlllnm" "Wle Icgl."llIlurc wI)u ld hllve
1(1 ""pICniC,,' Much a f.,hl1 l1~c fI' VIJllll~ "y"~
Allerl ~illd . 1l<1dll' g Ihul the { 'I"ellgfJ
ISmmJ fir "Icclltlfl ( '.IfI IHlI "'fJllct" wml IIl1t
l.iumml ly C"Hl IIIII'tlg Ihe 11I.I11!11I1 wlIlIlf vIJI..

00"'" ,

ing method. He added that reminders are
mailed out to registered voters in February,
infonning them o f their polling place and
the date of the e lection.
The lRV system is being used in some
cities across the country, such as San
Francisco, for their city counc il and various board elections, Griffin said.
But the idea o f ranking vote choices
instead o f having two separate elections
doesn' t sit well with everyone. The instant
runoff system might favor inc umbents
since they typically have more money and
power to help them stand o ut against several competitors prior to the February elections, Frendre is said.
"Giving a little bit greater time provides
c hallengers an o pportunity to effecti vely
move their candidacy forward ," he sa id .
" (Elections} that occur very q uickly favor
whoever is ahead in the first place."
While competiti veness is important,
voter apa thy should be taken into serious
consideration, too, Stewart sa id. Since primary e lections are in November, voters
might lose interes t by the time April
runoffs come around, he said.
" That 's a lot o r electio~~ back-to-backto-back," Stewart sa id. " Making il more
difficult and burdensome to voters probably isn ' t the way to go these days ."
It i~ likel y that stale legis latoflt c hose to
ho ld municipal eleclions in February to
" immla le" them rrom the i,,!tuts nnd to pics
that con.'1umc Ihe November rederul and
state raee~ , Frendrcis sa id , ' 111C somc concept is used in holding gubenllltoriu l e lections in yeu", opposite pfCllidcntinl mces 10
"Ilow voterll 10 focull on II selec t number
IOPIC" III It time , he !mid.
W hile "iv llll:t ultention 10 the i!tsue~ is
imfXlrUtnt , il mi"ht be ullk il1 ~ Ion muc h I'll'
volc rH III fix;UH on 110 lIluny rnce!t lit diner·
ent lillie": of the yetlr, StewII,,1 Hllid, uddinI'
Ihllt even Ihe wco lher ClJuld di,"Ict)urn "c
V(llcr tumuut
" 'nH!t1l11 runolT HtrikeH rile /III lit lellsl

or

~o rnclhln K

IllIIt Hhould be c" plured filr1hcr,"

Slcwllrl lUild. "['1110 current vul lng IllClllUd l
"Irike,.: IIle II" n "y~leltl dCII/Hucd Iu 1111111·
111 11..0 I\Jnlllut, '1lIcugo ill FelJrullry: Ycnh,
lilliI'M1I1'ood lime to hu ve rill c iccI""',"
(1I'1J.!JlIO~I)('h f'IJ"'( '(j ''''tlll (,.,m

... Artist talks and lectures?
Daniel Peltz, artist of Beepez-Ie! in AFRICA.dot.COM will be
lecturing February 8th , 6pm in the Conaway Center

... opportunities to exhibit your
work?
We have TWO callS for work. Submit to Sketchy 5 and
Organicism.
.

...Gallery receptions?

During the year we host over 32 exhibitions and receptions!

go

•
0
•

cspaces.colum.edu
At cspaces.colull1 .edu you can see all of the current
exhibitions and opportunities. When you are there. sign
up on our ell1allmBlllng list to have tha most up-to-data
Information and opportu nities s nt dlr ctly to your Inbox.

I
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Going to war, not school
College student ships
out to Iraq for third
tour of combat duty
By Jo NapoIItanO/MCT

Denied.
It was the only word Drew
Sleezer really heard when he got
the phone call two weeks ago.
"I don't have the will to go back
. to war," he said. "I left that part of
my life behind me."
Sleezer, 22 , who had already
served two combat tOUTS in
Afghanistan , p leaded with the
Anny to allow him to continue
' with his college education rather
than return to duty.
Instead, he has been ordered to
sQip out for Iraq on June 3. He got
the news on Jan. 25.
The Darien, Ill., man was 17

years old when he joined the
Army, delighted by a $5,000 signing bonus and eager to fight in
Afghanistan. It all looked so good:
a chance to travel, pay fo r college
and fight in a meaningful war after
the 200 I terrorist attacks.
He made an eight-year comnlitment, with three years of active

duty and the remainder as "an inactive reservist. He said he was told
the chance of being called back
after his discharge from active
duty was remote.
But the ongoing involvement in
Afghanistan and the war in Iraq
have fo rced the military to dip
deep into the reserve system.
Sleezer is one of 10,000
Individual Ready Reserve soldiers
caited back into active duty-niost

involuntarily, according to the
Army-since 9/ 11. About 5,300
have appealed for exemptions and
about half of those appeals have
been granted.
For Sleezer, his new li fe is once
again in jeopardy. For.his family, a
third deployment means months of
tonnent waiting for his return.
But this is what he signed up for
when he begged his parents years
ago for their pennission to enlist
before his 18th birthday. And even
though he was honorably discharged from active duty in 2005,
theAnny is well within its rights to
call him back.
Paul Rieckhoff, a war veteran
and founder of Operation Truth,
which is now called Iraq and
Afghanistan Veterans of America,
said the call-up of Individual
Ready Reserve troops has been
extensive.
" I wish this guy's story was
unusual, but it's not," Rieckhoff
said. "The reason they call people
like him back is because the military is too small . They have a manpower crisis."
Soldiers have two choices in fulfilling the non-active portion of
their Anny service. The first is the
Selected Reserve, where soldiers
go for regular training. In the
Individual Ready Reserve, they
meet their obligation by .remaining
on a list where they can be called
up for service. There are about
90,000 Individual Ready Reserve
members and about 535,000 people in the Selected Reserve, which
includes the Anny National Guard
and the Anny Reserve.
Steezer's military career began

on Sept. 11,2002, when he headed
for Fort Benning, Ga., and then to
Hawaii for a year-long training
program.
He became a sniper, and it suited him, in some ways. He had
grown up around guns. He and his
father would hunt pheasants,
ducks and doves.
"He was good," Sleezer's father,
Ed, said of his son. "He still is."
But when Sleezer came home
on leave from his fust tour in
Afghanistan, he was darker, edgier, family members said. He would
snap at his parents and siblings
with little provocation.
"I remember telling him how
proud I was of him, but I remember feeling scared, thinking, 'Oh
my God, this could break this
kid,'" said his mother, Sharon.
At the end of his leave, Sleezer
was shipped back to Afghanistan
fo r another six-month tour.
By that point, he said, he had
seen men die in battle, including
three from his battalion. One was
killed by a roadside bomb, another
was shot in the neck and the third
died when a truck rolled on top of
him. An Afghani man helping the
American forces was shot seven
times by a rival tribe.
"We were trying to save his life,
but he ended up dying right there
in front of us," Sleezer said.
Though he escaped physically
intact, Sleezer said the stress of
what he saw in combat took its
toll, though not on the battlefield.
"At the time, it was, 'Hey, this is
my job, and it's what I'm here to
do,'" he said. "I wouldn't have
nightmares there, but when I came

After serving two combat tours in Afghanistan, Drew Sleezer, 22,
a sophomore at Eastern Illinois University, thought he could go
back to school. Instead, he's being shipped out to Iraq.
down from it, that's when it started
to bother me. I still have dreams
that they're coming to get me and
I can't shoot back."
He received an honorable discharge in September 2005. He
assured himself and his parents
there was only about a 5 percent
chance he'd be called back.
Soon, the best parts of Sleezer's
perso~lity returned. He was less
fretful and his "I could die tomorrow" attitude faded as he grew
more focused.
He enrolled in Eastern Illinois
University, detennined to get a
degree. Money for college was one
of the military's greatest gifts since
Sleezer 's father suffered a debilitating stroke years earlier and was
out of work for months, which
stretched the family's income thin.
Sleezer joined a fraternity and
started dating. In his mind, he had
almost no affiliation with the

Army.
But just after Thanksgiving, an
official looking package arrived
from the Anny and sent the famil y
reeling. The words Operation Iraqi
Freedom only added to his mother's anxiety.
Sharon Sleezer said cancer runs
in her family, and when she
learned she'd have to send her son
off to war, it felt like another
unwanted diagnosis.
She started writing letters to
local politicians, appealing to anyone who might listen, but hasn·t
gotten help.
"I refuse to be a Cindy
Sheehan, being part of a protest
after the fact," she said. "This is
so much b igger than Drew. But
where does it start? It starts with
a mom saying, 'Honey, I'll support you. We're going to fight
this.'"

"Aw~some Sai!~9Si' \

I'artner'

5% Student and Faculty Discounts
On Most FILM; AUDIO, DV, or VIDEO TAPE; PAPER; CHEMISTRY;
& OTHER SUPPLY Purchases,
• film: 35mm, 120, 4x5
• Loupes
• Polaroid
• 16mm film

• chemistry & paper
• video tape
• inkjet paper & inks
• darkroom accessories

• film storage
• and
more" ,

F REE DELIVERY • Ask for Detail s

230 S . Wabash o Mamiya
Peachpit
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Going beyond issues in the '2nd-Ward'
Part o/The Chronicle's
ongoing election coverage
By James H. Ewert Jr.

City Beat Ednor

Out of all 50 aldermanic races in
Chicago, none may be more evenly contested than the race for 2nd
Ward alderman . Much has been
written about the candidates'
stances on issues and policies, but
not their personalities. The
Chronicle posed some questions to
the candidates that haven 't been
asked.

Courtesy Wallace Davis Jr.
Name: Wallace D avi s Jr.
. Occupation : Restaurant owner
The most pressing issue facing Chjcago: ' The [public
corrupti on scandals} are the most important issue fac ing
Chicago right now."
The most pressing issue faCing the 2nd Ward : Economic

development
Cubs or Sox: Cubs
Favorite author: Down By The Prairie (book)
Morning newspaper: Chicago Tribune and Chicago Sun-

TImes
Person you most look up to: Cliff Kelly and Danny Davis
Favorite Museum in Chicago: Museum of Science and

Industry
Favorite band: Cyrus Hayes
Religion: Baptist
Hobbies and interests: " I like to listen to blues and play-

ing pick-up basketball."

'

What did you want to be when you were growing up:
" Believe it or not, I wanted to be a policeman until I got
shot by one, ain't that something? I caught two robbers robbing my place of business; they were robbing my mother,
really. I called the police, the police come in and shoot me
Kenny Johnson Jr.. pictured above, was unable to be
in the back and re-rob me."
reached for comment after m ultiple attempts were
Favorite Food : Cajun
made.
Plans for Valentine's Day: " I' m going to have a senior's
All photos, unless otherwise noted, by Mauricio Valentine's Day at Wallace's Catfish Comer."
.
Rubio/The Chron icle
Who's the most famous person you ' ve ever met:
jewert@chroniclemajl.com Muhammad Ali
Do you recycle: No

Nam e: Bob Fioretti

Name: M ade line Ha ithcock

Occupatio n : Attorney
The m o!t pre!sin g iss ue ra cin g C hicago: '" just don't
know if there's a singular issue fac ing Chicago. The
issues we talk about in our cam paign , giv ing peopl e a
voice, crime, taxes and education ."
The mo! 1 preu ing iss ue fa cin g th e 2nd Wa rd : '" think
it's how we treat our you ng, how we treat our o ld , and
how we deal wi th crime , taxes, the dcve lopment issues
and giving people a voicc ."
C ubs o r SOl: " Yes."
Favorit e a uth o r: Stephen Ambrose
Morning new ~ paper : Chicago Tribun e, Chicago Sunlimes and New York Times
Person yo u mOl t look up to : " " m not sure ."
Yavorite Mu n um In C hingo: Shedd Aquarium
fa vorit e band : The Ho ll ing Stones
Relil(lo n: Catholic
Ho bble, and inttrelu: " Lately it's been cam p;:tigning,
but I du a lot of phi lanth ropic activitie!."
Wh a l d id you wa nt to be when you were I(ruwlnl( up:
I.awycr
fla v"rlte Fuud : Spicy tuna :'iushi
Pla n) ror Va lentin e ', Ua y: " I don " have plan! ye t, but
I know I will have plan. ,"
Who'" th ~ mu, ' rHnWUlI pe,..'HI Yflu 've eve r mt t: " I've
met a lot (It' di ll t rent .IIpon.ll fi gure" Ih ut ha ve had II lUI of'
impact : Muhammad Ali, Summy SUII!!, I(on Santo , A I
Smith, Ernie Uank ll,"
f)fI yo u recyclt: " Yell, deHpile lil t fact IlI nl (Jur recycli n"
proy/arn jll (,ur weak lwk 111 flur grecnn e.ll8. I do recycle
p't1pcr amI firl ca,. ,- and :. lI ll1e IIl her th inK", lUo,"

Occupation : Aldennan
The most press ing iss ue racing Chicago: " We have to
make sure we adequately fund public education, which is
key to prov iding a successful and abundant work force."
The mo!t prnsing Iss ue facing the 2nd Ward : "The
same thing ... the crime is down, but we still need to work.
on that. We also need to work on ollr parking issue in the

South Loop."
C ub! or SOl : Sox
Favorite author: " I have several of them, but right now I
haven't been able to reud anything Iwhile campaignin g)."
Morning newspaper: Chicago Sun-Times lind Chicago
Tribune
Person you most look up to : Mother and fa ther
Favorite Museum in C hicago: " My favorite is nil of
them; , like them all,"
Favorite hdnd : " I 'm usuully in the middle, some jnlZ,
some blues. I cou ld go for hi p-- hop."
Hcllglo n: African Meth odist Epi scopnl
Huhhlc!! dlld Int erti!!t!! : " II used to be sk al ing, but I hnven't
skilled in It l(lllg tim e, I used 10 love 10 Ix)wl."
What did you Wllllt tn he when you we~ growing up :
l'cllcher
FHvo rlt c FfHK.I : Mncllruni lind cheese
l)h'fllI ror Vlllcntln c's UNY: " I 'll gu nrtHllld to SUllItl of Illy
~e ni uf!l' building.,! and hrl ng them sum e Vllltliltilu:s Duy
cookies II l1d curds."
Who'. the rno"t r"IIIUU!! pcnon yuu ' ve Clver met: 0111
'IIntoli
Uo you recycle: Yes

Name:

Larry Doody

Occupation : Vice pres ident of Asset Management and
Wayne Hummer Companies (financial services)
The most pressing issue facing Chicago: "The budget.
Maximizing the use of the revenue that's coming into the city
and making sure that we bener manage the expenses."
The most pressing issue facing the 2nd Ward: " The most
important thing affecting the ward right now is the dramatic
change that we have seen over the last decade. That change
has created a lot of opportunities and left some gaps of services unfilled."
Cubs or Sox: Sox
Favorite author: Scan Turow
Morning newspaper: Chicago Tribune and Chicago SunTimes
Person you most look up to : "The people that I value advice
most from are four people: my wife. my father, my father-inlaw and sister."
Favorite Museum in Chicago: Field Museum
Favorite band: U2
Religion: Catholic
Hobbies and interests: " Participating in activities that my
so~ is involved with, be it baseballleag4e, soccer league."
What did you want to be when you ~were growing up:
Fireman
..
Favorite Food : " Whatever my wife is co.o,k.iQ~." .
Plans. for Valentine's Day: " I 'll spend Valentine's Day ':V.~\!! .
my Wife."
"":h~'s .the most famous person you've ever met: Rudy,
G luhan1
Do you recycle: " Not enough. We attempt to."

Name: D av id A s kew
Occupation: Attorney
The most pressing issue facing Chicago: "The most
press ing for Chicago is to reengage the voting popul ace.
People have lost fa ith in the system and when people lose
fai th in the system, they do n' t vote and they do n' t care."
The most pressing issue facing the 2nd Ward : "The
Ill ost important thing in the 2nd Ward is we need an alder·
man who is mobile."
Cubs or Sox: " I' m a Sox fan."
Favorite author: "John Grisham, early John Grisham ."
Morning newspaper: C hicago Tribune
Person you most look up to: " My parents,"
Favorite Museum in Chicago: Museum of Science and

Industry
Favorite band : Duke Ellington Orchestra
Religion: Christian
Hobble, .nd Interests: " I hang out with my 16-monthold son: h. is tho joy of my life."
Whot did you want to be when you were growing up:
Fighte, pilot
Favorite Food: Solmon

I'lon. ror Valtnti.ne" Da y: " I' ll probably hire n cletllling
ptrson to clonn up our house, Dnd I' ll toke my wife to ft
mRsseuse nnd probnbly cook her

,e.food."

(l

dinner thot inc ludes

Who's the most f"tnous llerson you've fiver n.ct:
Bnrllck O blU1l 1i

Do you reeyel.: " I do not recycl., but I do on irolllllolltally fr iendly th inK' like use P"P'" in te.d "fpl",tic."

I
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Scoop in the Loop:

.Asslstant City Beat Editor

To start off Black History
Month ; I thought it would be
appropriate to honor one
African-American who I metduring my internship at the
Residents' Journal who stands

up for those who go ignoredBeauty Turner, or as she calls
herself, "a writer and a fiRhter."
Many people may not know
'Turner, but that doesn't mean
they haven '( felt the waves of

change she has created in this
city. Simi lar to the traditions
behind Martin Luther King Jr.,
Turner is currently fighting for

the rights of one group of a people whose needs have been
pu sbed out of the minds of our

city officials: the poor.
With her curled, deep black

hair

and

pantsuits-always

accessorized with her Residents'
Journal press pass- some peop le may have seen or heard
Turner outside City Hall.
Whether she is fighting for more
low-illcome. housing or for individuals mistreated by the police

or their landlords, Turner makes
it known that no one's sufferin g
falls on deaf ears.
Like Martin Luther King Jr.,
Turner symbo lizes hope to hundreds of people around this city.
Her work and cell phones are set
to the speed dials of those in
need. Her phones never stop
ringing, nor has she stopped
answerin g. Si nce meeting her
last May, I can attest to her
tenacity.
Some readers may recall a 12- '
year-old boy named Marcus
Finley who was shot last summer by a Chicago Housing
Authority
g uard
outside
LeClaire Courts, a public hou sing complex on Chicago's
southwest side.
On the hot day of May 30 last
year, young children of LeC laire
Courts were said to be throw ing
buckets of water on each other
to keep cool. When they later
sp las hed the gua rd with the
water, he allegedly began "manhandling" a younger girl in the
group and a crowd began to
gather.
As residents fought w ith the
guard to let go of the girl, someone shattered his car window. As
he took out hi s revolver, he fired
once into the air and another into
a crowd of children nearby.
Finley, who was shot in the ann,
lay bleeding onto the pavement.
Before any other major c ity
reporters caught hold of the
story, a resident called Turner in
need of her help. They needed a

This generation's MLK Jr.
voice, and Turner helped the
pleading residents make sure the
CHA guard was fired-a battle
she and the residents won.
I recalled her telling me about
another evening she spent with a
crying mother whose son had
just been shot. Before the police
arrived, Turner was there consol ing the mother. Even after the
long evening, she still return ed
to work at 9 a.m. the next day to
keep fighting for the rest of the
people who had turned to her for
help.
These are just a few qf many
times where Turner was the fi rst
called to such a scene. Yearly,
hundred s of low-incom e residents often show up just outside
her home or work or ca ll her on
the phone in need of her help.
Even w hen the police brutality
report came out, accusing former Ch icago Police Commander
Jon Burge and severa l other officers with different methods of
systematic torture, Turner was
the first to sit down with former
prisoners ~ho were tortured by
Burge. They had been held in
Chicago Police Department 's
Area 2 lock-up during the '70s
and '80s.
Before sp'eak in g with any
other journalist, the fonner prisoners sat down with Turner and
recalled their painful years spent
behind bars while Burge served
as police commander. T hey told
Turner because they knew justice cou ld be met if she helped
with their fight.

My cubicle was just next to
hers last summer at my internsh ip at the Residents' Journal ,
and I realized early on that she is
a major player when it comes to
anyone being mistreated by a
city official. Whether you are
black or white, poor or rich,
Turner hardl y ever refu ses a
request for help.
She knows just about every
official in thi s city. If you have a
problem , Turner is the one with
the answer and the fight , a lways
knowing whose door she has to
knock on to bring justice to a situation.
Whether it is finding someone
a job, a new home or handlin g
unpaid bills, Turne r tackles it all
with her powerful protests,
speeches and, most importantly,
all done without violence.
She brings a new li ght to what
it means to be a journali st, who
are often to ld to keep themselves
out of -the story. Turner has broken down that barrier in her articles and has have appeared
everywhere from the Hyde Park
Herald to the Ch icago Defender,
not to mention her own paper,
the Res idents ' Journal.
She is a writer and a fighter, as
she calls herself, and I am honored that I was able to intern
under one of the greatest leaders
that, on my scale, sits alongside
Harold Washington and, of
course, Martin Luther King lr in
this city.

a month after La Sa ll e Bank sa id
it would eliminate 500 jobs in
Chicago due to cutbacks made by
its parent company, ABN Amro.
" We owe it to our customers,
our employees and our shareholders to have lean, efficient
support functions , s implified
processes, fewer layers and to
el iminate duplication across our
enterprises," chief execut ive officer Anthony Com per said on Jan .
30 in his statement.
Blago bucks
The Chicago Tribune repo rted
that Gov. Rod Blagojevich spent
more than $ 16 million during
the last month s leadin g to hi s ree lection .
According to campaign report s

February 5
Bring your sketchbook over to
Tantrum, 1023 S. State St. , for a
night of sketching, sharing and
talking. The event starts at 7:30
p.m., is bi-weekly, free - but for
those 21 and over.
~
To start off Black History
Month, the Humboldt Park neighborhood will open its Black
History Month exhibition, located
at 1440 N. Sacramento Ave.
Admission is free and the exhibit
is open to all ages. The exh ibit
will run until the 28th.
February 7
It 's that time of the month
again. Check out ''' Readin g
Under the
Influ ence" at
Sheffie ld's, 3258 N. Sheffield,
from 7 p.m . to 10 p.m. This
booze-.infused s how costs $3
and w ill feature all-ma le readers.
For the politically motivated,
it's also that time of the month
again. The Chicago City
Counci l is meeting at 10 a.m.
at City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle St.
Those still interested in hearing from the 2nd Ward aldermanic candidates can do so at
South Loop School, 12 12 S.
Plymouth . The event is free and
begins at 7 p.m.

jzimmerman@chroniclemail.com

Metro news briefs: a short week in review
Revamp the Zoo
exhibits, which would feature
Brookfield Zoo is making histo- baboons and lions, according to
ry fier director Stuart Strah l the new plans, and the gori ll a
would have access to the outdoors.
~i l ~d plans for the largest renoThe plans also include the crev~, 73-year existence to
redesign ""'th~ire site because ation of a North American animals
visit~on 't always know where
exhibit that wou Id house a larger
the animals::are."
bear family.
According to the Sun Times,
Harris
Bank announces
Strahl ·made his plans for the zoo . Chicago layoffs.
public 'on Jan. 30. Tl)e bird and
Chicago's third-largest bank ,
reptile houses were one of the Harris Bank, announced a cut of
exhibits men'rioned in the plan to 250 jobs, a bulk of them in
have new housing built for them Chicago.
after suffering some leaking probThe job cut is part of its
lems. ~trahl said the current space restructuring plan by its parent
could be converted into
company, Bank for Montreal , a
classrooms.
Harris spokeswomen told the
Other areas set for construct ion Sun -Times.
The announcement comes just
included the Africa and Australia

In Public

filed on Jan . 30, the governor 's
administration paid a high-pow.
ered Chicago law firm more
ihan $887,000 in legal fee s following an in vestigation regarding the administration's hiring,
contract ing and fundraisin g.
A spokesman for the Friends
of Blagojevich declined to comment on what the legal fees
covered.
Th e reports a lso show th at
although Blagojevich and former running mate Judy Baar
Topinka raised nearly identical
amounts of money, the gove rn or
made more than $12.2 million
compared to Topinka's $1.5
million.

Be aware
A 50-year-old man reported to police on Jan.
22 that short ly after leav ing the Greyhound bu s
stati on, 63 W. Harri son St. , a man in hi s 30s
struck him in the head with a bottle and sto le
$ 100 in cash from hi s pockets. Th e victim then
proceeded to get on a CTA bus and exit at th e
Addi son Street station to report the robbery. The
man s uffered a laceration to hi s left forearm and
was taken by ambulance to a nea rby hospital. No
sus pects ha ve been found .
Money train
Whi le riding the Red Line southbound on Jan.
7, a 21-year-old man was approached by four
men in their 30s asking him for money. After he
told the men to "get the f--- away from him " the
mal es began s hoving the victim and tryin g to get
his wa ll et. Th e victim reportedl y fought back
but one of the offenders was able to g rab hi s ce ll
phone and flee from the train station when reaching the Harri son Red Lin e stop. No suspects have
been found .
C lassmate's threat
A 2 1-year-old man assaulted a 48-year-o ld
man on Jan . 7 while leaving class at East-West

February 8
For the Lincoln Park area
dwellers, your aldermanic candidate s fo r the 43rd Ward are
having a forum for you to meet
them . The forum is free and
begins at 6:30 ' p.m. at the
Peggy
Note baert
Nature
Museum , 2430 N . Cannon
Drive.
February 9
The 2007 C hicago Auto
Show opens at McCormick
Place , 230 I S. Lake Shore
Drive. The show runs through
Feb. 18 and costs $ 10 for adults
and $5 for seniors and children.

Visit chicagoa uloshow.com
more details

University, 816 S. Michigan Ave . Th e victim
reported to police th at th e offe nd er was agi tated
with him over a class ass ignm ent and later said,
" I'm go nna get yo' ass when you come outside.
The vic tim called po li ce be fo re leavi ng the
uni versity.
Telephone threat
While at work, a 62-year~0Id woman called
poli ce on Jan. 7 to report that after gettin g into a
verba l argumen t with a woman on the phone~ the
offe nder threatened that her brother was goi ng to
"shoot up " her work, located at 407 S. Dearborn
SI. The victim s uspects th e caller was a tena nt of
hers.
Throwing rocks
A 46-year-o ld man report ed to poli ce on Jail.
22 that a man between 25 and 30 yea rs old was
causing a di struban ce outside a bu ilding at 646 S.
State SI. Before police arrived th e offend er had
left the scene but returned shortl y after the office rs had le ft . He proceeded 10 threaten the victim
and then threw a rock at a nearby window bUI
caused no damage. The victim ca ll ed poli ce
again, fearing the offender would return.

Compiled by Chronicle staff through information proVided by Ihe Chicago Police Deponment.
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Humans learn about
The Columbia

Races that continue on
Runoff races may

Part o/The Chronicle's ongoing election coverage

determine winners
after Election Day
By Allison Riggio

Associate Edttor

When the polls for Chicago's
municipal elections close on
Feb. 27. the race for some cflhc
nearly 200 aldennanic candidates might not actually be ove r.
Like many nonpartisan elections- races where candidates
do not declare a party affiliation- multiple names can be
seen running for a given office.
In order to win an election. a
candidate must receive at least
one vote more than 50 percent
to achieve a majority of the ballots cast. accord ing to Jim
Allen. a s pokesma n for the
C hicago Board of E lection
Commissioners.
If no candidate wins a majority, tbat particular race is postponed until April 17, when a
runoff will occur for the two
candidates who received the
most votes in February. The two
then fight for the majority of the
vote in the April elect ion.
During the last election cycle
in 2003 , only four aldermanic
races resulted in a runoff.
according to data from the
Chicago Board of Election
Commissioners.
Usually. runoffs are either the
result of a very evenl y divided
field of several candidates o r a
race in which a strong candidate
falls short of a majority by a few
percentage points because the
other candidates split the
remainder of the vote, according
to Loyola University political
scientist John Frendreis.
The 2003 election had 10
wards with five or more candidates running- two of which
ended in a runofl', The other two

Klml Bedger/The Chronicle
The effectiveness of runoff
ra ces is arguable. howe ver,
becausc of decreased voter
turnout. Numbe rs arc typically
low in the February election and
can go even lower if the race
goes to a runoff. which makes
things more difficult for the candidates, according to Jay
Stewart, exec'olivc director of
the
Better
Governme nt
~ As sociation .

surgical procedure

_rot

By Dana Neloon
aty Beet editor

"It', all betn really good, "
Angie said. "You can look back
and ... that you ' ve really helped
somebody."
According to the American
Society of Reproductive Medicine
a nonprofit organization with a
focus on reproduct ive medicine.
infertility affect., 6.1 million people in the United Slatt• .
In mott local fertility clinics.
donor. are compensated ubout
57.000. although the compem",tion ranges from $5 ,000 10
550,000 or more. depending on

Like many couples, Angie and
her huoband just wanted '" have a
baby. However, bocau." , of compI.... ions. they found themselves
unable: '" COI1C01Vt and "",ght help
from .. local ftrt'lity elm;'. The St.
Louis couple underwent in VItro
fertilization. a ptoceM In whK:h an
ell it. ntnK:ted. artlfiC1a lty rmeJT)w ~pe<:ifi c qualifitations of the
mated and t"'...".ed into the donor.
" ( think the moncy ill whllt
Soon Iller the pr<mduro, lhe """""" people to tgg don.,ion."
elm;' aoked !lngie, who (ltd oot .. id Nanoy mock , director and
..1t'It her IaoI name mentioned. if chicf ....."tlv. for the Ctnler for
.,. ...ntod '" donate her still- !lag Options, 11l1000s, an
IIcaIIIoy CIP to help alher women lhat """"he. loony"""", dono",
wnccI\I., h did and boo""", pan with Intended porenl., "Hut
of IIIe ,,/JWlnt ItCOld
Ihrotipwt !he PfO"IIIt !he)' tUlly
who
Otcir CIP '" help 0It.- r..1MOOd about what they '", doing
boo..... lhey __ peopl. in tho
",. f1IpI'(HInu.
P,om wn... !IIUdentt to YOUIIfI dotwr', 11m.. who ar. hav;n»
"'~ to lIouNwiv"" '111 It'''''le and they _ what lhey II"

of hormone-stimulating drugs and
a surgery where fertile eggs are
ex tracted from the ovaries. It can
take anywhere from four to six
months. according to ConcciveAbilities. an agency that connccts
potential donors to inte res ted
recipit"Ots.
" Women wait to bave children:'
!!IIid Slephanie Caballero, a lawyer
who Hpcciulizcs in infertility law.
" rhey think they CIUl be like Susun
Samndon and pop oul B kid when

.........

'*-

.........

or
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Interactive exhibit
offers kids the
mechanics of insects

"Robota and Us" was creaIod a
few years 3g0 at the Science
Museum of Minneoota, but this is
the first time-the exhibit bas been
in Chicago.
.... ._

By Annie Siezickey

" We picked this exhibit becai&-.
it's an interactive, fun sbow aQd

""""'Y

IItt - . . _
_
(kIIIf tht-oup,"
~-"""""
~ .... II • lenlfhy pro((,t ~ /if poa-tly 1ttuItI'" . . . IheI rttqtJlfIf i '""'lui and
~

PlY ·~I ...IuIIkII!, I~

Four·year-old Ruby Rogers sat has a lot to do with nature,"
wide-eyed and pointed to a micro- Bennett said.
For each robot that is on display,
phone on Jan. 27 at the Peggy
Notebaen Nature Museum, 2430 there is an acc<?mpanying video
that shows the robot maker and
N. Cannon Drive.
"I' can talk to the robots," she different test runs of the machine.
Bennett said scientists and
said.
The museum explores the con- researchers have stUdied insectS in
nection between humans, robots order to create robots and imitate
and bugs through its newest exhib- their movement. By learning about
insect behavior and observing
i ~ " Robots and Us," which premiered in January. The exhibit fea- nature, scientists discover what
tures an ant colony, an interactive will and won' t work when COIlstudy of facial expressions and a structing a robo~ Bennett said
"In one case, long-legged birds
place for visitors to grow robotic
were studied to
flowers by using
make walking
their body move"In one case, longment.
among legged birds were studied robots," Bennett
more interactive to make walking robots. " said.
In a display
displays.
called "Spring
Ruby, along
-Dawn Bennett, • coordlD ..
with other visi- tor In the exhibits and design Flamingo," robot
maker Jerry Pratt
tors, participated
department at tbe Poggy
mirrored
the
in various activiNotebaert Nature Museum
design of his
ties and interactive games at the exhibit. One robot after the walking paUems of
activity invited visitors to ask herons. In addition to the display,
questions into a microphone and there i. an activi(y called Leg Lab
to
have them answered by Lena, a where people can learn'
build their own robot legs.
robot.
"People of aU ages can really
Mitch Rogers, Ruby's father. is
a
museum
member
from enjoy this exhibit. It bas learning
Evanston. He said that he liked the aspects that apply to everyone.n
said Amanda Golucki, a museum
hands-on approach of the exhibit.
'There's a lot of information we spokeswoman.
Golucki said the majority of viscan take with us from here," Mitch
said. He also said that since his itors at the museum arc ·famitiej
daughters. Ellie, 6, and Ruby, are with younger childJeo, but th
so young, he just wants them to "Robots and Us" exhibit apji08ts
have fun and learn something to every ale group.
The cart of the exhibit is S3 in
aboul technolo&} .
Dawn Bennett, a coordinator in addition /0 the museum ~ gerteroI
the exhibits and design department admission. "Robots and Us" nms
at the Nature Museum, said tJrrough Sept. 9.

clrronicle@t:ol-.edv

See Runoff. Page 40

Women cashing in eggs
Egg donors make
thousands in lengthy

robots through bugs

Staff Wrtter

runoffs that year hai led from
wards with three and fo ur namcs
on the ballot in February. This
year, Ihere arc J 8 wards Ihal will
have five or more candidates.
Though this might seem hi gh. it
may not be a direct indication of
an increase of runoff rqces in
April.
"[This election1 is not really
any different than the ones in
the past," Allen said. "There's
no predicting how the tide will
go in so many different wards,"

ChronIcIeI FebruaIy 5, 2007

they ' re 40. The best time to have
chi ldren is when you're in your
mid-twenties. Biology is cruel for

Getting Chosen
a woman."
Block said CEO accepts 25 to
30 percent of the potential donors.
OtheIN drop out or are rejected
during the screening process.
Unlikt spenn donation. where
only u high school degree, a good
mediclIl history and healthy physical attributes arc required. egg
donol1' go through severol inter-views. medical tests tlnd question.
""ires which will nWTOW down the

Uterus -1"-~Foliioies

nwnber of candidates bef"", they
even get to the clinic.
The ASRM recommends that
egg donors be between the ages of
21 and 34, as well as physically
and psychologically healthy.
ConceiveAbilities added that
donors should have no rcpoIt<d
history of subatance abuae, infa1il..
ity or miscarriages.
According to guidelines by the
Food and Drug AtIrniDiaInIioo:
egg donors must be tested for c0mmunicable di-... such as hcpotitis and HIV belixe and after tioNotion,
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